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ABSTRACT 
Part I of this 'wrk is a study of the seismicity of the Ninetyeast 
and Chagos - Laccadive Ridges in t he Indian Ocean. These t"o features, 
in the interior of the oceanic plate, both shmv unusual se i smicity . 
The mechanisms of thes e earthquakes «ere studied using body and s urface 
"aves. This analysis shows that the Ninetyeast Ridge is still an active 
zone of deformation "ithin the plate, along "hich substantial relative 
motion is tak ing place . The Chagos-Laccadive Ridge , t hough far less 
active, shows unusual seismicity in its southern portion . The 
seismicity on both ridges differs substantially from any previously 
discussed in the ocean basins . Eo th features should still be regarded 
as active today, though they do not fit into the classic ridge-
transform-trench classifications. 
Part II of this work is a study of the mechanics of oblique 
and asymmetric seafloor spreading. It proposes t hat asymmetric seafloor 
spreading occurs as a consequence of the relative motion bet'tV'een ridges 
and SlOl' moving mantle material belOl'. A mechanical mode l of asymmet r ic 
spreading predicts that the trailing flank of a ridge migrating "ith 
respect to the mantle spreads fastest. These predictions are tested 
against publi~hed data and found to be in good agreement in most places. 
Oblique spreading is said to occur at midocean ridges which spread 
slm,ly (ha lf rate less than 3 cm/yr), I-lhile t he spreading is perpendicular 
at faster spreading ridges. This relation is explored us ing t he ratio 
of the power dissipated at ridges to that on t ransform faults to determine 
the most energetically favorable ridge-transform geometry . The angle 
of oblique spreading ( 8) is approximately r e l a ted to the spreading rate 
iv 
-1 by s in e ~ V ,in good ag reement with ohservations . 
Part III of this ~lo rk i s a s tudy of the attenuation of the l onges t 
period norma l modes of the earth . The rota tionally and elliptically 
sp lit normal modes of t he earth a r e observed for th e 19 60 Chilean and 
t he 1964 Alaskan ear t hquakes by analysis in the time domain. Synthetic 
seismograms a r c comp uted us ing t heor et i ca l r esults wh i ch s how the 
dependence of t he amplitude and phase of the singl ets on source l ocation, 
depth, mechanism and the posit ion of the rece iver . By comparin~ these 
synthetics t o t he filte r ed record , t he Qs of t he l ongest pe riod 
spheroidal <OSZ - OSS) and tors ional <OT3 ' OT4) mod es c an be estimated. 
In addition, t he Q of t he fundamental r adial mode OSO i s measured. 
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PART I 
SEISHOLOGICAL STUDY OF THE NINETYEAST 
A.'lD CHAGOS- LACCADIVE RIDGES , INDI A.1>l OCEA.'l 
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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
From a tectonic viewpoint, the Indian Ocean is the most complicated 
and mos t puzzling of the major ocean basins. Rather than having a 
simple spreading ridge down the center with topography decaying away 
smoothly with distance, the Indian Ocean is divided into a series of 
isolated basins by a group of topographically elevated features 
collectively called aseismic ridges [Laughton ~ al . , 1971]. The 
most dramatic of these are the almost-parallel Ninetyeast Ridge 
( 90 0E, 10oN-300S ), and the Chagos-Laccadive Ridge (62°E, 5°N-15°S) . 
Other such ridges include Broken Ridge , the Nascarene Plateau, the 
Crozet Plateau and the Kerguelen Plateau (Figure] .1). 
The full extent of these features was recognized in the early 
1960's during the International Indian Ocean Expedi tion (1960-1965). 
Extensive marine geological and geophysical exploration was then 
carried out, particularly by ships of the Scripps Institute of 
Oceanography [Fisher e t al., 1971; HcKenzie and Sclater, 1971; 
Sclater and Fisher, 1974], and the Deep Sea Drilling Proj ect's 
Dlv GLOMAR CHALLENGER [Fisher .":! al., 1974; Davies et al ., 1974; 
Von der Borch .":! al., 1974; l<h itmarsh .":! al . , 1974] . A generally 
accepted synthesis has emerged of the geologic his tory of the Indian 
Ocean, although the detailed evolution of this area is still in 
question [Peirce, 1978; Luyendyk and Rennick, 1977; Ben-Avraham and 
Bunce, 1977]. 
The t wo major aseismic ridges (this phrase will be used throughout 
this thesis without quotation marks, even in discussing seismicity), 
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Figure 1.1 Generalized bathymetry of the Indian Ocean, after 
Peirce [19 78 ]. The Chagos-Laccad ive and Ninetyeas t Ridges 
appear as bathymetric highs, as do the other aseismic ridges : 
the Masca r ene Plateau (near the Seychelles), Broken Ridge, and 
the Ker guel en- Gaussberg Ridge. 
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the Ninetyeast and Chagos- Laccadive Ridges, played a crucial role in 
t he e volution of the Indian Ocean . Bo th ~.,e re associated , in a complex 
and poo rly understood fashion, with gigantic transform faults, thousands 
of kilome ters in l e ngt h, wh i ch divided the Indian Ocean in to three 
plates . The central pla t e , including t he Indian subcontinent, moved 
north from the time of t he b r eakup of the southern continents 
[Die t z and Holden , 19701 until its collision with India. The motion 
along the Ninetyeas t transform is desc r ibed by Sclater and Fisher 
[19 74 J. and that on the Chagos Fr acture Zone by Fisher e t al. [19 7l1 . 
This process was quite unusua l in that transform faults, whose length 
is usually invariant, somehow l eng t hened themselves . 
The associa tion of the t wo t o pographically hi gh ridges with these 
ancestral transform fault s is perplexing, and has been the subjec t of 
great controversy . It is gene r al l y agreed tha t t hese ridges are 
volcanic in origin, although the Chagos Ridge nm, is coral-topped 
and appea r s above t he ocean surface in several island groups . Nodels 
for the formation of these ridges include extrusion of material a t the 
junc tion of the ridge and transform [Sclater and Fisher, 19 741, hot 
spot tra ces [Pe irce, 1978; Luyendyk and Rennick , 19771, and extrusion 
of material along the entire trans form fault l en gth (a "leaky" transform). 
This work will focus not on the evo lution of these features, but 
instead on their present day tectonics . It has been customary t o 
assume that t hese ridges a r e not a ctive features, a nd play no role in 
t he present day tectonics of the Indian Ocean. Litt le at t en tion 
has been paid to the ear thquakes associated ,dth t hese structures. 
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The .:orld Hide Standardized Seismograph Network provides adequate 
coverage of even magni tude 5 events in the Indian Ocean. The station 
configuration used in the study of t he Chagos Bank events is shoun in 
Figure 1.2 . Coverage , of course, i s much ,.orse for t he pre-1963 earth-
quakes, as most useful stat ions were in Europe or Australia and New 
Zealand. Nonetheless , it is possible to determine the mechanisms of 
some of the older event s. 
This analysis shows that the Nine tyeast Ridge is s till an active 
zone of deformation ,...,it11in the plate, along 1;·,hich substantial relative 
motion i s taking place . The Chagos-Laccadive Ridge, t hough far less 
active, shm.,s unusual seismicity in its southern portion . The sei smicity 
on both rid ges differs substantially from any previously discussed in 
ocean basins . Eoth features should still be regarded as active today, 
t hough they do not fit into the classic ridge-transform-trench 
classifications . 
Chapter 2 is in press in t he Journal of Geophysical Research 
[Stein and Okal, 1978]. Chapter 3 is in press in the Geophysical 
Journal [Stein, 1978]. 
Figure 1. 2 . 
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\ 
.. 
Stations used in t he study of the Chagos Bank earthquakes. 
(Not all stations r ecorded all events, as can be seen by 
compari son with Figure 3.6.) 
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Chapter 2 
SEISMICITY AND TECTONICS OF THE NINETYEAST RIDGE AREA: 
EVIDENCE FOR INTERNAL DEFORNATION OF THE INDIAN PLATE 
10 
ABSTRACT 
The Ninetyeast Ridge, far from being lI ase ismic", has historically 
been a region of substantial seismicity. Since 1913 f our magnitude 
7 or greater earthquakes (including one with Ms = 7.7) and ten magnitude 
6 events have occurred in this general area. The mechanisms of several 
of these earthquakes suggest that the Ninetyeast Ridge area is presently 
a complex zone of deformation within the Indian plate. The northern 
portion (3°N-100S) of the ridge is the active seismic zone, where 
hoth vertical and strike-slip motion occur, while further south the 
ridge is far less seismic. This transition roughly coincides with a 
change in the ridge's morphology from irregular en echelon blocks to 
a smooth flat-topped high. The strike-slip motion is left-lateral, 
which is consistent with the Indian (west) side encountering resistance 
due to the collision with Asia while the Australian (east) side is 
subducting smoothly at the Sumatra trench. South of about 9 0S the style 
of deformation differs on the two sides of the ridge. To the east normal 
faulting occurs, which may be related to the formation of graben-like 
structures. To the west the topography can be interpreted as the result 
of NW-SE compression which takes place largely aseismically, but is 
observed for one large earthquake. This significant intraplate 
deformation may explain the difficulties that occur in attempts to 
close the India-Africa-Antarctica triple junction using a rigid Indian 
plate. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The Ninetyeast Ridge in the eastern Indian Ocean is a long, linear 
feature extending from about 9°N to about 31°5 . Its northern portion 
separates the thick sediments of the main Bengal fan from its eastern 
lobe, the Nicobar fan [Curray and Hoore, 1974]. In this region 
(extending to about 7°S) the ridge is broken up into a complex series 
of en echelon blocks, "hile further south the ridge is straight and 
fl a t-topped [Sclater and Fisher, 1974]. The east side of the ridge is 
bordered by a fracture zone and a complex of ridges and graben-like 
troughs approximately parallel to the ridge [Bowin, 1973] . \,Test of 
t he ridge (and south of 7°S) a complex terrain composed of north-
east trending ridges and deeps appears, along with a broad bathymetric 
high (15°5, 87°E) named Osborne Knoll by Sclater and Fisher [1974]. 
An air gun profile across the ridge [Veevers , 1974] showing the ridge, 
fracture zone and graben is shown in Figure 2 . 1 . 
Since the Ninetyeast Ridge ' s true extent was r e cognized during the 
International Indian Ocean expedition (1960-1965). its origin and 
nature have been subjects of intense discussion. It has been interpreted 
alternately as a horst [Francis and Raitt, 1967], as the result of over-
thrusting [Le Pichon and Heirtzler, 1968], as a hot spot trace [Horgan. 
1972]. as due to localized emplacement of gabbro [Bowin, 1973] and 
as a volcanic pile generated at the inte rsection of a ridge crest 
and a transform fault [Sclater and Fisher, 1974] . Sclater and Fisher 
showed that magnetic anomalies to the wes t of the ridge age to the 
north. while to the east they age to the south . Their anomaly 
identifications are shown in Figure 2.2. They also found that the ridge 
12 
was attached to the Indian plate and bounded by a transform fault to the 
east during the Tertiary. The reason for the ridge ' s elevation above 
the ocean floor i s also in dispute. Sclater and Fisher [1974] and 
Detrick ~ al. [1977] show that the ridge is subsiding at the normal 
rate for oceanic crust and is thus not an actively maintained feature. 
Paleontological studies of DSDP cores [Luyendyk and Davies, 1974 ] show 
that the ridge was formed at or above sea level, and the paleomagnetic 
data [Cockerham et al., 1975; Peirce, 1978 ] indicate t hat the rid ge 
"as formed at a high southern latitude. Hodels involving one [Peirce, 
1978] or two [Luyendyk and Rennick, 1977] hot spot s have been proposed 
to fit this data and explain the origin of the ridge. Sclater and 
Fisher [1974] suggested that motion along the Ninetyeast Ridge ended 
at least by 40 m.y.b.p. (anomaly 17), and that, since then, the Indian 
and Australian plates have been acting as a single plate. This 
chronology is shown in Figure 2.3. 
Recently Eguchi et al. [1978] tentatively identified anomalies 12 
and 13 nearer to the Sumatra trench, implying that relative motion 
continued at l eas t until 35 m.y.b.p. 
Whatever the way it may have formed, the Ninetyeast Ridge is 
generally considered to be a dormant, fossil feature in the middle of 
a quiescent Indian plate. It is frequently cited as a prototype 
aseismic ridge, where the aseismic ridges are a group of 
topogr aphically high features which are not spreading ridges. Such 
features are especially common in the Indian Ocean (Chagos-Laccadive 
Ridge, Broken Ridge), but occur in the other oceans as well (e.g., 
Walvis Ridge in the South Atlantic). All are aseismic in the sense 
13 
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Figure 2 . 1. Air gun profile across the :-linetyeast Rid ge (GLOHAR 
CHALLENGER, leg 22) from east t o ,·}est. Note the s teep graben 
"ith only a hundred me t ers of sediment fill , the 1200 11'eter 
high east scarp of t he ridge , and the sediment cap on t he 
ri dge . The peak to the .,est is an isolated seamoun t. 
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Figure 2 . 2 . Hagnetie anomalies in the Ninetyeast Ridge area from 
Sclater and Fisher [1974). DSDP drill sites (numbered) are 
also indicated. Anomaly 32 i s about 78 m. y.b.p., anomaly 
24 is about 60 m.y.b.p., and anomal y 17 is about 43 m. y . b.p . 
[Heirtz1er ~ al . , 1968 ). The proposed Nine tyeas t transform 
fault is marked by the heavy line, separating anomalies "hieh 
age to the north from those ",hieh age to the south. 
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Fi gure 2 . 3. Recons t ruction [Sclater and Fisher , 1974) of t he r e l ative 
positions of India, Australia and Antarctica from Ear ly Cretaceous 
(100 m.y .b.p.) to present time . Numbe r e d do t s are DSDP dri ll 
sites . By 32 m.y . b . p . r elative motion a long the Nine t yeast 
transform fault had ended . 
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that they do not shm' the many small earthquakes that make spreading 
ridges stand out on t he recent (1974-1970) seismicity maps . 
In a broader s ense , whe n large earthquakes over a long period 
of time a r e considered, the Nine tyeas t ridge is not aseismic, but 
a rathe r seismic zone: historically , this area is far more seismic than 
any spreading ridge , and, in fact, comparable in seismicity to large 
transform fault systems, such as the San Andreas fault. Only 
subduction zones are a reas of greater total seismic activity, in terms 
of the number of large earthquakes. 
Given this high level of seismicity, the area is either a zone 
of major intraplate deformation, or an active plate bounda r y . The 
t ectonics of this area are inves tiga ted by studying the mechanisms 
of three magnitude 7 and three magnitude 6 earthquakes in this area. 
Although three of t hese occurred many years ago (1928, 1939, 1955 ) and 
are thus difficult to study, i t is possible to extract enough information 
to learn a great deal about the tectonics of the area. The s e ismological 
res ults are discussed i n deta il in t he fol lowing three sec tions . 
17 
SEISMICITY OF THE 
NINETYEAST RIDGE AREA 
19 13 -1975 
Ms>7.0 
1.0 >Ms>6.0 
• 6 .0 >Ms 
Figure 2 . 4. Seismicity of the Nine tyeast Ridge area (Tab l e 2.1) 
plotted on t he bathymetric map of Sclater and Fisher [1974 ]. 
Earthquakes are divided into three groups based on sur face 
wave magnitude (Ns )' 
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SEISHICITY OF TIlE NINETYEAST RIDGE AREA 
The Ninetyeast Ridge is not "aseismi c", as easily demons trated 
by the U. S.G . S . Uorld Seismicity map [Tar r, 1974] which includes an 
event labelled "9 Narch 1928 (8 .1)" at about 3°S, 89°E . Gu t enberg 
and Richter's Seismic ity of the Earth [1965] , covering earthquakes 
from 1899 to 1952, shows several large events in t his a r ea . They 
state (p. 78) : 
"A peculiarly isolated group of shocks occurs near 
2°S, 89°E . • • with other epicenters near 90 0 E north 
of the equator, there is suggested a minor seismic belt 
fol lm<ing i mpe rfectly known r ises and ridges r oughly 
north and south ." 
The seismicity of this area is also discussed by Stover [1966], 
Rothe [1969 ], and Sykes [1970] . 
Using these sources, the worldwide magnetic t ape catalogue of 
epicenters, the "Earthquake Notes" section of t he Bulletin of the 
Se ismological Socie t y of America and the International Seismological 
Summaries (ISS) (1918-1963) t he seismicity l ist in Table 2.1 was compiled . 
Since 19 13 , in the r egion from 80 0 E to 95°E and SON to 30 0 S (excluding 
the Sumatra trench ) there have been four magnitude (Ns ) 7, t en 
magnit ude 6, and at l eas t 26 smaller earthquakes. The epicenter t ape 
often does not include small (~~ < 6) events prior t o 1950 , for 
example t he afte r shocks of the 1928 earthquake. In compar ison , 
earthquakes along the midocean ridges almos t never exceed s urface 
wave magnitude 7, except infrequently on long transform faults 
[Gutenberg and Richter, 1965 ; Burr and Solomon, 1978 ]. 
A more useful comparison with Table 2.1 is t o consider the 
entire Southern California fault sys t em north of the Nexican border 
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[Allen ~ al., 1965], including many faults in addition to the San 
Andreas, since 1912. Adding the Borrego Nountain and San Fernando 
earthquakes to bring their list up-to-date, there have been eighteen 
events Hith Ms > 6, and two with Hs > 7. Thus, in terms of moderate 
and large earthquakes, the Ninetyeast Ridge (though a much large r 
area) is approximately as seismic as Southern California. (Smaller 
earthquakes in the central Indian Ocean are far less likely to be 
detected than those on land.) 
A number of difficulties are involved in preparing a seismicity 
list such as Table 2.1. Clearly, the older earthquakes are subject 
to errors in location . Gutenberg and Richter [1965] state that 
"location of even large shocks in this area is often difficult" due 
to the lack of nearby stations. As discussed later, several of the 
larger events were relocated. This shows (as did Gutenberg and 
Richter) that these events are definitely not in the Sumatra trench, 
the only other nearby region of high seismicity. Stover [1966] also 
relocated many of these events and determined that they were not 
associated with the trench. The locations in the table are from a 
variety of sources. Some (including three of the largest events) 
we re relocated for this study. Otherwise, the Gutenberg-Richter 
location (for events prior to 1952) ,.,as used in preference to 
the ISS location. Since 1952, the locations used are from the 
appropriate government agency or the International Seismological 
Cente r (or Summary). 
The magnitude of these events is also a complicated issue, as 
magnitude is an often quoted but frequently ill-defined number. In 
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the table we divide the earthquakes by surface wave magni tude into 
three groups: }ls ~ 7, 6 2. 1·ls < 7 and Hs < 6. This last group ("garbage 
earthquakes") also includes t hose for which no surface wave magnitude 
was determined as they are almost certainly smaller than 6. 
The determination of magnitude for his toric earthquakes has been 
examined in detail by Geller and Kanamori [1977]. They show tha t 
the Gutenberg-Richter (GR) magnitudes given in Seismicity of the Earth 
are essentially equivalent to the modern twenty- second surface wave 
magnitude, but that the "revised magnitude" frequently used is on the 
average 0.22 magnitude units higher. For example, the March 9, 1928 
earthquake has a GR magnitude of 7.7 and a r evised magnitude (shown on 
the U. S.G.S . map) of 8 . 1. For earthquakes after 1952 (when Seismicity 
of the Earth ends ), and before 1958, it i s sometirr~s possib le to find 
the GR magnitude by examining Gutenberg and Richter's original worksheets 
which are s till available at Caltech. The Narch 22, 1955 event, for 
example, has a GR magnitude of 7.0, although Rothe [1969 ] quotes the 
revised magnitude of 7. 1 . 
The earthquakes in Table 2.1 are plotted in Figure 2.4 on the 
bathymetric map of Sclater and Fisher [1974]. Despite the uncertainty 
in locations (discussed later) a numbe r of patterns are evident. The 
seismicity, especially the large events, trends roughly north-south 
along the ridge . A large number of the earthquakes , including t wo of 
the largest, fallon the rid ge itself . Hany of · the othe rs are within 
a few degrees of the ridge . The l ar ge (Ns ~ 7 and 6) events are 
especially prone to be near the ridge . (Two of those farthest from 
the ridge are the poorly located 1913 and 1918 earthquakes .) There is 
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also a noticeable concentration of events north of 100S -- all 
ma gnitude 7 and eight of ten magnitude 6 events fall there. IHth the 
exception of the group of 1974 earthquakes at about 26°S (discussed in 
detail later) seismicity tends to occur north of 10 to l2°S. As 
earthquakes of this size furth e r south on the Southeast Indian Ridge 
are detected (as were the small aftershocks of the 1974 event), it 
seems that this is not an artifact of the seismic detection capability. 
There is also a suggestion that, of the events not on the ridge, more 
occur on the west side than on the east side . A later section attempts 
to relate these patterns to the bathymetry and tectonics of the area. 
EARTHQUAKE RELOCATIONS 
Five of the largest earthquakes in the area (three magnitude 7 
and two 6) were relocated for several reasons . The primary concern was 
to shm' that these events are unlikely to be in the Sumatra trench. 
This also tests the published GR or ISS locations, which, before the 
era of computers, were obtained by a graphical technique [Richter, 1958]. 
In addition this may constrain the depth of these events, as focal 
depth is important for our surface wave investigations [Tsai and Aki, 
1970] as well as for tectonic purposes . 
As it was possible to collect only a small fraction of the original 
records, the arrival times publis hed in the International Seismolo gical 
Summaries for stations at distances les s than 90° were used. The ISS 
location and origin time were us ed as starting models. Locations were 
calculated using a standard location program and a Jeffreys-Bullen 
travel time table. 
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The gene r al pr ocedure f ollowed that of Kanamori and Hiyamura's 
(19 70 ] s t udy of the 1923 Kanto ear t hquake . After the first iteration, 
all s t a tions with travel time residuals greater t han thirty seconds 
were suppressed. At this point the focal depth was then fixed a t a 
series of dep ths, and the root mean square r esidual was calculated for 
each location. The same procedur e was t hen r epeated after deleting 
all s tations with r esiduals greater than t en seconds . 
The r esults are shown in Figure 2.5. For each of the five events 
the R}jS residual is plotted as a func t ion of focal depth, for locations 
done after removing r esiduals gr eater than t hirty and then ten seconds. 
The figure also shows the number of st a tions used, and thei r azimuthal 
dist ribution by quadrants. Unfortunately, the southern quadrants have 
very few stations, even today (see the focal me chanism for the 1974 
event, Figure 3). 
For all events t he RMS r esidual decrea sed as t he source is placed 
at shallower depths . The results a re much better for the ten-second 
case . Except for the 1955 event (where the change i s too s mall to be 
significant) this can be inter pre ted as evidence of a shallow (less 
than ten kilometers) focal depth . This i s in gene r a l accord with Burr 
and Solomon's [1978 ] result t hat transform fault earthquakes tend to 
occur at shallow dep t hs . 
The final locations and origin times for a fiv e-ki lometer focal 
de pth are given in Table 2.1. The epicent e r s were quite stable with 
respect to changes in focal depth, and in general di ffe red only 
slightly (usual ly less tha n 0.5°) from the ISS (or CR) locations . For 
example, the Harch 9, 1928 location is given by the ISS as 2 .3°S, 88 .5 °E; 
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DEPTH - CONSTRAINED RELOCATIONS 
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Figure 2 . 5. Root-mean-square travel- time residuals as a function of 
constrained depth during relocation of five l a rge earthquakes 
in the Ninetyeast Ridge area. Left: relocation after dele ting 
a ll stations "ith r esiduals greater than 30 sec . Right: r elocation 
after deleting stations with residuals greater than 1 0 sec . In 
each plot, the figures inside the box give the number of stations 
us ed in each azimuthal quadrant . 
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by GR as 2.5 0 5, 88 .5° E, and by relocation as 2.6 0 5, 88 . 6°E . Similarly 
t he ISS located the 1955 even t a t 8.6 0 5 , 91 .6°E, the Gutenberg notepads 
give 9 0 S, 91 . 7°E, a nd the r elocation yielded 8 .80 5, 91.7°E. For 
smaller (or older) earthquakes the locat i ons have gr eate r uncertainties 
due to the small numb e r of stations availab le. For example the 1918 
earthquake was recorded by 40 stations, of which only 26 r eport ed 
P-times . Gutenberg's locat ion was 8 0 S , 85°E , in contrast to the 
ISS's 5 0 S , 85°E, so the unce rtainty is rather large . In contrast, the 
1928 main shock "as r eco rded by 121 s tations , and the 1939 one by 
147. Fo r very old events, such as 1918 , when only a small numbe r of 
st a tions were available, it appeared that no useful information would 
r esult from a relocation . 
SOURCE NECHPu'HS~1 STUDIES 
The source mechanisms of two large earthquakes (Barch 21, 1939 , 
Ns = 7.2; March 22, 1955 , Hs = 7 . 0) and one r ecent, smaller event 
(June 25, 1974, Ns = 6 . 6) were studied . Study of the 1974 event, given 
the availability of r ecords from many WWS SN stations, followed the 
gener al me thods o f Kanamori [1970a , 1970b ]. The olde r events, for which 
only small numbers of records could be compiled, "ere studied using 
techniques similar to t hose of Kanamo ri [1 970c] and Okal [1976 ; 197 7]. 
For t ,;o of t he olde r events (1939, 1955) a small f r action of the 
stations r epo rted first motions, as well as times , t o the ISS. Care 
mus t be t aken in using these pre- HHSSN results, as Hickens and Hodgson 
[1967 ] showed that s tations were in error a significan t portion of the 
time . In firs t mo tion solut i ons any s t a t ions whose travel time 
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res iduals exceeded t en seconds were deleted. In drawing planes heavy 
weight was given only to groups of stations which were internally 
consistent. Given these difficulties, and t he small number of stations 
reporting, only one plane could be reliably constrained from the firs t 
motions. Surface wave data were used to determine the second plane 
and ensure the consistency of the plane derived from the first motions. 
Given the uncertainties in instrument response, only Love-to-Rayleigh 
wave amplitude ratios at single stations were used. Only for the 1974 
event were amplitudes compared between different stations. 
Unfortunately, it was not possible to reliably determine the 
mechanism of the 1928 Hs 7.7 earthquake, the largest reported in this 
area. In the absence of r ecorded first motions, the small set o f records 
available that were usable for surface wave study was not adequate to 
r eliably constrain the solution. 
The following sections discuss the mechanism of each event, using 
t he fault parameters: strike ( $ ), dip (6 ) and slip angle (~) defined 
by Kanamori and Cipar [1974). The seismic moments of two earthquakes 
whose mechanisms were discussed previously in the literature are also 
determined. Table 2.2 presents a summary of the r esults. 
I. J une 25, 1974 - Ms = 6.6 
First motion readings from 25 WWSSN stations (Figure 2 . 6) clea rly 
constrain one of the planes near ~ = 242°, 6 = 74°. The compressional 
readings both in Japan and in Eastern Africa limit the slip angle to 
the range 25 to 130°, thus r es tricting the strike- slip component along 
the constrained plane. 
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Figure 2 . 6 . Lower focal hemisphere plot of firs t-mo tion data for 
June 25, 1974. Black dots are compressional, open dots dilational . 
The second plane was constrained from surface-wave data (see 
Figures 2.7 and 2.8). The black triangle is t he compressional 
axis, t he open one t he tensional axis . 
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pattern as a function of slip angle along the fault plane 
const rained by first-motion data for June 25 , 1974 ( ~ = 242°, 
6 = 74°) . The dashed line is the observed node (see Figure 2 . 8). 
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June 25, 1974, at 21 stations , using the technique of 
Kanamori [1970a,bj . PAS+ denotes G2 equalized to Gl . This 
figure yields the azimuth of the mair. Love wave node as 
4> = 141 0 , which constrains the slip angle to A = 97 0 , as 
shmm on Figure 2.7). The resulting t heoretical r adiation 
pattern is shown as a dashed line. 
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For this fault plane, Figure 2.7 shmJs the azimuthal distribution 
of the nodes in the Love wave radiation pattern as a function of slip 
angle. Equalized seismograms from 22 stations (Figure 2.8) exhibit a 
strong node at the European stations ESK, STU, COP and VAL, constraining 
the slip angle to 97° ± 3°. The mechanism of the earthquake can then 
be considered a nearly pure thrust along a steeply dipping NE-SIV fault. 
The seismic moment obtained from the equalized records is 2.5 x 1025 
dyne-cm . 
II. !-larch 22, 1955 - Hs = 7.0 
As noted earlier by Sykes [1970], the available first-motion data 
do not totally constrain the focal mechanism . An additional, 
compressional reading was obtained from Lwiro, Zaire (LWI). Figure 
2.9 shows that one plane has to lie somewhere between 233° (6 = 84°) 
and 244° (6 = 80°). The number of records suitable for a surface-
wave analysis is actually rather small. Love- to-Rayleigh wave amplitude 
ratios were obtained at two stations: De Bilt, The Netherlands (DBN ) 
and Resolute, Northwest Territories, Canada (RES), after low-pass 
filtering the records at both 30 seconds and 60 seconds. This 
considerably reduces the dependence of the Rayleigh wave excitation 
with depth [Tsai and Aki, 1970]. The resulting values for L/R are 
4 at RES (station azimuth 1.9°) and 0.4 at DBN (station azimuth 321.8°). 
Comparison with the theoretical values shown on Figure 2.10 as a 
function of slip angle, yields A = 102° (modulo 180°) . The solution 
compatible with first-mo tion data is then ( ¢ = 244°, 6 80°, A = -78°), 
a predominantly normal event a long a steep NE-SW fault. This solution 
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Figure 2 . 9. Lower focal hemisphere plot of first-motion data for 
}!arch 22, 1955 . Symbols as in Figure 2 .6. The second plane was 
constrained by su rface- wave data (see Fi gure 2.10) . 
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Figure 2.10. Theoretical ratio of long-period Love- to-Rayleigh 
wave amplitudes as a function of slip angle along the fault plane 
obtained from firs t-motion data for Narch 22, 1955 ($ = 244°, 
6 = 80°). The solid curve is for DBN, the dashed one for RES. 
Horizontal lines indicate the observed values. The s l ip angle 
must satisfy both stat ions simultaneously . 
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is also compatible with a strong, although uncalibrated, Rayleigh 
wave on t he ve rtica l Benioff short-period ins trument at LWI. Using 
th e instrument responses at DBN and RES , a seismic moment of 
4 x 1026 dyne-cm was obtained. 
III. March 21, 1939 - Ms = 7.2 
Only 16 s t a tions at distances less than 90° reported first mo t ions 
to the ISS (Figure 2 .11). The only strong cons traint on the focal 
mechanism results from the clear separation between dilational arrival s 
in southern Europe (Granada, Rome , Belgrade, Ksara and Helwan) and 
compressional ones in northern Europe (Cernauti, Bucharest , Zurich , 
St r asbourg , De Bilt and Paris) . On a first- motion diagram, all these 
stations cluster toge ther and, thus, one fault plane must bisect them. 
Excel l ent surface- wave records a t Christchurch, New Zealand (CHR) 
are shown on Figure 2.12. The Love-to-Rayleigh r atio is 0.8. Records 
at DEN, unfortunately, did not exhibit clean wave shapes af ter filtering 
and as the amplitude r atios were unst able as a function of frequency, 
we decided against using them. 
The Pasadena (PAS) record on the Benioff strainmeter (Figure 2 .13) 
shows distinctive Love and Rayleigh waves, wi t h a L/R r atio of 1.5. 
Investigation of a large number of solutions generally consistent 
with the body wave constraint yielded the mechanism ~ = 166° , 6 = 82°, 
~ = 57° . Superficially , the data might appea r insufficien t to resolve 
the focal mechanism. However, given t he l ocation and origin time for 
a point source, it consists of a set of 3 parameters . Given t he body 
wave constraint, two independent Love-to- Rayl eigh amplitude r atios can 
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Figure 2.11. Lower focal hemisphere plot of first-motion data for 
March 21, 1939. Symbols as in Figure 2 . 6 . Both planes were 
obtained from surfa ce-wave data ( see Figure 2 . 13), s ubject to 
the constraint imposed by the first motions . 
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Figure 2 .13. (a) Original trace of t he Benioff strainmeter at PAS 
for Barch 21, 1939 . 
(b) Observed trace filtered at T ~ 100 seconds, showing Love 
wave (L) and Ray l eigh wa ve (R) contributions to the N- S strain. 
(c) Synthetic seismogr ams obtained for various values of the 
slip angle A along a fault plane defined by ~ = 166° , 0 = 82° . 
No te the extreme sensitivity to A of the Love-to- Rayleigh r a tio . 
The best fit is obtained for A ~ 55°. 
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(at least theoretically) yield the mechanism. The Pasadena record 
shows the dramatic sensitivity of L/ R to slip angle, and the excellent 
fit of the synthetic to the original trace confirms the solution . 
An acceptable fit could not be obtained if, as the first motions might 
suggest, the plane were striking slightly farther to the west . The 
final solution has a roughly N-S plane steeply dipping to the west, 
on which the motion is about one- half thrust and one-half left-lateral 
strike-slip. 
The seismic moments obtained from CHR (2 . 6 x 1027 dyne-cm) and PAS 
27 (1 . 5 x 10 dyne- cm) are in good agreement, especially in view of the 
problems associated with the strainmeter ' s calibration [Kanamori, 1976) . 
IV. Harch 9, 1928 - Ms = 7 . 7 
No first motion data were reported by the ISS in 1928. From the 
available records, it appeared that I-IEL (I,ellington) was compressional 
and COP (Copenhagen) and DBN were emergent. The other available 
r ecords were difficult to interpret, especially as vertical instruments 
were quite rare in 1928. Love-to-Rayleigh ratios were obtained at 
WEL (2 . 5), DBN (0.8) and, despite a very low response at long periods, 
on the Hood-Anderson EI< instrument at RVR (Riverside) (0.4). Love waves 
are present at La Paz, Bolivia (LPB), but no definite value could be 
obtained for the L/ R ratio. Although several satisfactory focal solutions 
(generally similar to that for the 1939 event) ~an be found, the available 
data are insufficient to yield a unique mechanism. This is especially 
unfortunate since comparison of the r ecords from 1928 and 1939 at I<EL 
(Figure 2.14) or DBN clearly shows that the 1928 event was much larger 
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Figure 2.14. A comparison 0f Milne-Shaw records at WEL for the 
~larch 21, 1939 and March 9, 1928 events. Principal seismic 
phases are identified. This figure illustrates the gr eater 
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size of the 1928 event and the substantial long-period excitation 
from both events. The instrument magnification is 150. 
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than the 1939 one, and contained more long period energy . The large 
foreshock on February 7, 1928 and the numerous aftershocks (five were 
detected within a week, but the loca tions are uncertain) also suggest 
a very large earthquake. Estimates of the seismic moments computed by 
comparing a number of plausible mechanisms with the records at HEL or 
DBN fall in the range 4 to 8 x 1027 dyne-em. 
V. May 25, 1964 - Ms = 6.0 
The pure strike-slip mechanism of this event, obtained by Sykes 
[1970] from first motions, agree well with both Rayleigh and Love wave 
radiation patterns. A sample of high- quality h~SSN r ecords yields a 
seismic moment of 1.1 x 1025 dyne- em. 
VI. October 10, 1970 - }'s = 6 . 2 
The focal solution of this event (almost pure strike- slip) was given 
by Fitch [1972] using first motions and S-wave polarization angles. 
Records at PAS are consistent wi t h t his solution and yield a seismic 
moment of 2 . 9 x 1025 dyne-em . The moment of this event \Vas determined 
from long period SH wave spectra to be 6.7 x 1025 dyne-em [Richardson 
and Solomon, 1977] . 
TECTONIC UIPLICATIONS 
This section a ttemp t s to describe the present day tectonics of 
the area using the earthquake mechanisms and bathyme try, and proposes 
a rather complex t ectonic environment which seems generally consis t ent 
with the data . 
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Figure 2 . 15 shows the three fault mechanisms dete rmined here, and 
t he two o t hers available in t he litera t ur e for this area : Sykes ' [1970] 
for t he Nay 25 , 1964 earthquake , and Fi tch' s [1972] for t he Oc t ober 10 , 
1970 event. The figure also shows schematically several major morpho-
logical feat ures of the area: the r idge , t he zone of r idges and furrows 
to th e ,.est, t he graben-like deeps to the east and t he deep sea fans. 
Along the northern (2°N-IOOS) segment of t he r idge , the most seismic 
area r ough l y corresponds to the area wher e the ridge is broken up into 
irregular bl ocks. The 1939 earthquake mechanism has about equal 
components of t h rust and s tr ike-s lip motion . This suggests that the 
t hrus ting is r el a t ed t o the irregular blocky natur e of the ridge , and 
thus the southern, ase i smic , portion of the ridge is much smoother 
and undeformed . 
This relation bet",een blocky morpho l ogy and r ecent deformation 
appears to continue t o the north to 2°N . The ridge t op sedi ment s show 
evidence of recent faulting [ Veevers, 1974] . Historic earthquakes 
",ere l oca t ed in this a r ea [Gute nb e r g and Rich ter, 1965], although this 
northernmost segment was excluded from this study, due to the 
difficulties in l oca tion in an a r ea so close to the trench. 
It seems r easonable to interpret the st rike - slip mo tion as l eft-
l ateral along a r oughly N-S pl ane . This is consistent with t he st rike 
of the ridge and the general N- S alignment of sei smicity , and accords 
",ith the left-la t e r al motion found for t he 1964 earthquake furthe r 
sou t h . The al t ernate interpretation, s tr ike- slip and thrus ting on the 
NE- SW plane seems l ess plausible, al though i t "ould align roughly with 
t he en eche~on blocks on t he ridge. Strike-slip along the ridge's 
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Figure 2.15 . Focal mechanisms, magnitudes and moments for major 
earthquakes near the Nine tyeast Ri dge . The mechanism of the 
1928 event could not be reliably determined. Note that the 
1939 and 1964 events on the ridge show strike-slip motion, the 
1955 event is a normal fault, and the 1974 even t is a t hrust 
fault. The moments of the 1928 and 1939 earthquakes are much 
grea t er than any of the more recent events. 
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Table 2.2 
SOURCE PARAMETERS FOR MAJOR RECENT EARTHQUAKES 
IN THE NINETYEAST RIDGE AREA 
Origin Time <P <I ~ No 
Date Gl'!T deg ~ ~ H 1025 dyne-em ~ 
Narch 9, 1928 18:05:20 7.7 400-800 
l1arch 21, 1939 01:11 : 12 166 82 57 7.2 200 
Narch 22, 1955 14:05:07 244 80 -78 7.0 40 
Nay 25, 1964 (*) 19 :44:07 26 6 80 0 6.0 1.1 
Oct. 10, 1970( t ) 08 :53:00 126 83 164 6.2 2 . 9 
June 25 , 1974 17 :22:19 242 74 97 6 . 6 2.5 
U' ) Focal mechanism from Sykes [1970]. 
( t) Focal mechanism from Fitch [1972]. 
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strike suggests that the deformation has some transform fault-like 
character as well as vertical motion resulting from compression across 
the ridge. This deformation seems to occur over a broad zone about the 
Ninetyeast Ridge, rather than on a single sharply defined fault. 
South of about 10°5, when the ridge changes in morphology and 
seismicity, the data suggest that most of the intra-plate deformation 
takes place off the ridge, leaving the ridge itself undeformed. Although 
the boundaries betl'een the blocky and smooth ridge segments and the 
seismic and aseismic portions are not identical, they are close enough 
to suggest that t hey may be related. Tectonic structures not on the 
ridge cannot be seen north of 7°S due to the thick fan sediments, so 
it is not clear whether a comparable boundary exists off the ri dge . 
If the NE-S\, trending furrows and ridges to the "est of the ridge 
are tectonic in origin, they suggest ~~-SE compression. Few earthquakes 
occur in this r egion, so this compression appears to be primarily 
aseismic at present. The only major earthquake off the ridge and 
south of 10°5 is the isolated 1974 shock. The thrust mechanism of 
this event is also consistent with NW-SE compression, but in the 
absence of detailed bathymetric data in the epicentral area, it is 
not possible to relate it to a particular structure. The Ap ril 13, 1918 
earthquake was also located by Gutenberg and Richter in the furrow and 
ridge area, but little is known about this event, and due to its date 
and size, its location may be inaccurate. The seismicity map (Figure 
2.4) also suggests that offridge earthquakes occur more frequently in 
this area than on the ridge's other side, but the total number of events 
is too small to show this conclusively. 
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The graben-like troughs that roughly parallel the ridge on its 
east side (Figure 2.1), south of about 70 S, suggest t ensiona l deformation . 
The normal fault mechanism of the 1955 earthquake in this area is also 
tensional, "ith tension in the ~~-SE direction . This i s in general 
accord with the trend of the trough s in the epicentral area, but neither 
the location accuracy or bathymet r y are adequate t o assign this event 
to a specific feature. Presumably the graben formation is continuing 
today, and some fraction of this deformation occurs seismically . 
The r emaining portion of the Ninetyeast Ridge area that is covered 
by the sediment fans is difficult to discuss. The only moderate 
sized ea rthquake which can confidently be located in this region is 
the 1970 event studied by Fitch [197 2 ), who proposed strike- slip motion 
consistent with N- S compression. (The 1913 earthquake was also located 
in the fan area but as discussed earlier, the location is quite 
uncertain.) Deformation of the fan sediments themselves, suggesting 
N-S compression, was observed to the southeast (7 0 S, 80 0 E) by 
Eittreim and Ewing [1972). 
The overall tectonics of the ridge and the ocea n basin to t he west 
can be crudely desc ribed if the west side i s encountering resistanc e 
resulting from the Indian collision, and the east side is subducting 
at the Sumatra trench. Such a situation would give rise to compression 
and l ef t-la t e ral motion in the r egion of the Ninetyeast Ridge, if the 
rid ge is the approximate boundary between the two sides. The situation 
is more complicated s ince the comp ression seems to be occurring over 
a broad zone , rather than precisely along the ridge . Thus , although 
the ridge is presently behaving in some sense like a transform fault, 
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it is not exact l y one. It appears plausible t ha t the present-day 
deformation would be concentrated abou t the old zone of weakness left 
by the transform fault. 
Again, it may be worth r ecalling the San Andreas fault system. 
Although the general plate mo tion is along the transform fau lt, an 
entire complex of associated faults occurs nearby, frequently with 
senses of motion which differ from that of the San Andreas itself . 
The San And r eas system occurs in continental lithosphere, while the 
Ninet yeast Ridge deformation is occurring in old, t hick oceanic 
lithosphe r e , in cont r ast to transforms near spreading r idges which 
are developed in young , thin oceanic lithosphere. These may be the 
r eason why the present deforma tion nea r the Ninetyeast Ridge 
r esembles that observed on l and mo r e th an a t spreading ridges. 
It i s l ess clear what causes t he t ensional tectonics wh i ch t his 
study suggests occur to the eas t of the ridge . This may be related 
to t he subduction at t he Sumatra trench, as t he north-south trend ing 
topo gr aphy e xtends all the way to t he trench [Scla t e r and Fisher, 1974), 
but it is difficult to exp lain the direction of t he t ension . In 
addition, closer t o t he trench , Fitch [1972 ) noted a s trike-slip 
event (2°N, 94.6°E) which also sugges ts E- \, extension. The Sumatra 
tre nch i s an extremely complex subduc t ion zone , along which t he 
subduction i s oblique and may be coupled to strike- slip motion behind 
the trench [Fitch, 1972) and the opening of t he Andaman Sea [Curray 
e t al. , 1978 ; Eguchi et al ., 1978) . The trench i s a lso inte r acting 
with the I ndian Plate and Ninetyeast Ridge in a very compl ex way . 
Sykes [1970) studied the area of t he Ninetyeast Ridge and s uggested 
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that its earthquakes might represent an incipient subduction zone 
forming between Australia and Ceylon. This study uses additional 
data (the mechanisms of the 1939, 1955 and 1974 events) and recen t 
bathymetric maps and proposes a different model. The earthquake 
locations, especially the large ones, appear to be near the Ninety-
eas t Ridge and oriented roughly north-south rather than northwest-
southeast. The mechanis ms of two (1939, 1964) of the larges t events 
show significant strike-slip components. lbis is more suggestive 
of r elative motion along the Ninetyeast Ridge than of nascent sub-
duction. The 1974 thrust earthquake is also difficult to reconcile 
wi th incipient subduction. Only the 1955 event shows normal f a ulting , 
but this seems to be associated with the graben structures. Finally, 
no bathymetric evidence for an incipient subduction zone has been 
observed in the area [Sclater and Fi sher, 1974). 
This model suggests tha t a significant fraction of the morphology 
of the Ninetyeast Ridge is due to the present-day tectonics of the 
area. Alternatively , Sclater and Fisher (1974) sugges t that several of 
these features, including the en echeZon nature of the northern segment 
of the rid ge, are much older, and may be related to t he early histo ry 
of the ridge. In this work's model, the present seismic deformation 
is concentrated near the old ridge and transform fault and is 
modifying these preexisting features. There is no way that this study 
can determine when this deformation began, and thus the results do not 
directly bear on the question of the origin of th e ridge as a t opographic 
hi gh. It i s possible, on the other hand, tha t the graben are completely 
the r esult of the present tectonic environment. A possible difficulty 
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with this interpretation i s th e time spanned by the seismic data. The 
spatial distribution of seismicity we observe may not be representative. 
Even on a longe r time scale, though , t his model predicts that the 
segment south of 9 0 S would be aseismic, based on its smooth morphology . 
This internal deformation of the Indian plate bears directly on 
the question of determining r el a tive plate motions . The r elative 
motions of all plates can be simultaneously found using plate boundary 
data by the method of least squares [Chase, 1972; Ninster ~ al., 1974; 
Chase, 1978 ; Minster and Jordan, 19 78) , assuming all the pla tes are 
rigid. Hinster and Jordan's [1978) solution yields inadequate closure 
of the triple junction. The failure of the junction closure sugges ts 
eithe r inaccurate data or nonrigid plates . Chase [1978) treats this 
problem using the opening of the African rift, while Minster and 
Jordan [1978) prefer internal deformation of the Indian plate. They 
split the Indian plate into Hest Indian and Australian plates and 
determine a pole between them which s atis fies the relative mo tion data. 
No specific boundary is r equired by this analysis, but if the plate 
boundary were the Ninetyeast Ridge, NW-SE compression would occur 
across it . This prediction agrees with the earthquake mechanisms and 
interpretation of the bathyme try . 
A ve ry crude estimate of the relative motion rate across the 
seismic portion of t he ridge area can be obtained using a method 
sugges ted by Brune [1968 ). Having determined the seismic moment for 
three earthquakes that appear to have been on the ridge (1928 , 1939, 
1964), it is poss ible to derive a rough r e lation between magnitude 
(Ns ) and moment and estimate the moment of other events fr om Hs' The 
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total seismic moment along the ridge can be found by adding the 1923 , 
1926, 1928 and 1950 magnitude 6 events, which seem to have also been 
on the ridge (the pre-1923 locations seem too unreliable to justify 
using these earthquakes) . It i s worth noting that the total moment 
is almost completely due to the two largest even.ts (1928, 1939). 
This total moment (8.6 x 1027 dyne-cm) can be divided by the 
rigidity , the length of ridge (10°) over which t he earthquakes 
occurred, and an assumed fault t<idth. The depths were estimat ed at 
less than ten kilometers (which is reasonable for transform faults), 
so a conservative fault width "ould be t wenty kilometers . This yields 
144 cm, over 41 years, or about 3.1 em/year . Assuming that half the 
motion is dip-slip, division by 12 yields 2.2 em/year of strike-slip 
motion. Given the assumptions involved, and t he range of uncertainty 
in No' t his should be regarded as only an order of magnitude estimate. 
It is approximately consistent with the rate (1 cm/year) inferred from 
the triple junction misclosure [Minster and Jordan, 1978]. 
As this area appears to be the most active tectonic area within 
any of the oceanic plates, further study would be desirable. Ocean 
bottom seismometer experiments, along the ridge and its flanks, migh t 
explain a great deal about the present tectonics of this puzzling region. 
CONCLUS ION 
The Ninetyeast Ridge area is a broad seismic zone considerably 
more active than the interior of any other oceanic plate. Focal 
mechanisms of the large earthquakes in the area suggest left-lateral 
strike-slip motion along the ridge, and compression across it. The 
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sei smici t y i s concentrated in a zone paral l e ling the rid ge , on its 
northern segment. To the s outh the ridge i s aseismic, and deformation 
appears to occur on both sides. The bathyme try on the west side 
suggestS compression, while the east side s uggests tension . t·lechanisms 
of ear t hquakes in t hese areas are in gene ral agreement with this 
interpretation. The Indian plate is undergoing subs tantial inte rnal 
deformation, wi th resolvable relative motion (at l eas t in the seismic 
zone) between the Indian and Austral ian sides. 
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Chapter 3 
fu'l EARTilQUAKE S\,ARN ON THE CHAGOS - LACCADIVE 
RIDGE AND I TS TECTONIC I~WLICATIONS 
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ABSTRACT 
An unusual, isolated swarm of earthquakes occurred on the 
Chagos-Laccadive Ridge in the central Indian Ocean. Between 1965 
and 1970 sixteen earthquakes were located at approximately 6 . 0 0 S , 
7l.3°E on the s teep west-facing scarp of the Chagos Bank. This 
swarm forms the only major seismic activity in the period 1963-1976 
on the otherwise aseismic ridge . The mechanisms of the three largest 
earthquakes were studied using body and surface wave data. All are 
extremely similar: shallow normal faulting on an east-west fault 
plane. Such faulting is difficult to reconcile with that expected 
from either the trend of the Chagos-Laccadive Ridge or the spreading 
direction at the nearby Central Indian Ridge. The swarm may have 
occurred a t depth on a cross fracture r emaining from the breakup of 
the Chagos Bank a nd the ~lascarene Plateau and the formation of the 
present Central India n Ridge . 
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INTRODUCTlO~ 
The Chagos-Laccadive Ridge, in the cen tral Indian Ocean, is an 
elevated region trending r ough l y N- S, formed by t he Laccadive, Naldive 
and Chago s island gr oups. As a l ong , linear shallow zone, it i s one 
of the aseisrr.ic ridges which characte rize the Indian Ocean . 
The n a ture and orig in of the ridge are n o t well unders tood . 
NcKenzie and Sclater [19711 interpreted magnetic anomalies as showing 
tha t in Cretaceous through Eocene time (51 m. y . ago) a large transfo r m 
fault ran North-South instead of the present Central Indian Ri dge . As 
India moved north , left l a tera l mot ion occu rred on this tra nsfo rm . 
Fisher ~~. [19 711 suggested t hat during this period the Chagos-
Laccadive Ridge and the southe rn Nas carene Pl a teau wer e formed, as 
a single featur e. It i s n o t clear whe t her the volcanism which presumably 
formed the ridg e occurred along the "leaky" tra nsfo rm fault, at t he 
sp readin g ridge t o t he south, or as a r esul t of a migrating hot spot. 
The one si te on the ridge which was drilled fal l s on the conventional 
depth-age curve [De trick et a1., 1977) . Thus , over this period of time , 
t he Chagos-Laccadive Ridge may have been rather similar t o the Nine tyeast 
Ridge [Sclat e r and Fisher, 197 4 1. 
Fisher ~ a1. [19711 proposed that t he relative mo tion betIJeen the 
Indian Plate (east of the Chagos Transform Fault) and t he Somalian 
Plate (on t he west ) t hen changed , causing the long transfo r m to break 
u p into a se r ies of r idge-ridge transfo r ms , forming t he pr esent Centra l 
Indian Ridge (Fig ure 3.1). The bathymet r y and epicenters show transfo r m 
f aults striking rough ly NE-S\~ (note the prominent Vema Fr ac ture Zone), 
connected by ridge segments oriented approxima t ely N\~-SE. Figure 3.2 
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Figur e 3 . 1. Seismicity of the Chagos Bank and Central Indian Ridge , 
plotted on bathymetry of Fisher ~ a1. [1974 ]. Large dots 
indicate events studied in t his \w rk. (No t a ll of the Chagos 
Bank swarm even t s a re plotted due to clustering.» 
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Figure 3.2. Airgun profile from the Vema Fr actu r e Zone onto the 
Chagos Bank. Distance scale in nautical miles, vertical scal e 
in meters . No t e t he steep scarp of t he Chagos Bank . The Sl,arm 
occurred on a similar scarp, 200 km to t he north. 
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shows a series of airgun records, along a profile from the Vema 
Fracture Zone , across the east foothills of the Central Indian Ridge, 
up to the crest of t he Chagos Bank [Fisher et al., 1974] . 
The Central Indian Ridge now sepa rates the Qlagos Bank area from 
the bathymetric highs to the west: the Saya de l·!alha , Nazareth, and 
Cargados Carajos Banks. These features form a portion of the 
Nascarene Plateau, which extends to the Seychelles Bank , to the 
northwest. Fisher ~~. [1971] suggested that on ce the Central Indian 
Ridge formed, spreading tore the Hascarene Plateau and the Chagos 
Bank apart, leaving steep scarps on either s ide. The bathymetry shows 
that if the Nascarene Plateau and Chagos-Laccadive Ridge are rotated 
back together, t he Chagos Bank fits between the Saya de Nalha and 
Nazareth Banks. Fisher ~ al. [1974] date this separation as lower 
Oligocene (30 ~ .y.). This model for the evo lution of the Chagos-
Laccadive and Central Indian Ridges, as well as the Nascarene Plateau 
is shown in Figure 3.3. 
Little additional data are available on the southern segment 
of the Chagos-Laccadive Ridge. Seismic refraction measurements [Francis 
and Shor, 1966] are interpreted as showing typical oceanic crust with 
a rather shallow Noho. Free air gravi t y anomalies are almost zero 
[Kahle and Talwani, 1975] suggesting that the ridge is in isostatic 
equilibrium. The available data on the entire Chagos-Laccadive Ridge 
are summarized by Ben Avraham and Bunce [1977]. 
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Figure 3.3. Evolution of the Chagos Bank area [Fisher ~!!l., 1971 J. 
A. Central Indian Ocean in Eocene time (anomaly 21, SO . m. y.b . p . ) . 
Left lateral mo tion is occurring on the Chagos transform fault. 
B. Central Indian Ocean in Hiocene time (anomaly 6, 20 m.y.b . p . ) . 
The Chagos-Laccadive Ridge and Hascarene Plateau have been formed 
as a single feature, and are beginning to separat e as the transform 
fault breaks up. 
C. Central Indian Ocean at present. The Central Indian Ridge 
separates the Chagos Bank and }~scarene Plateau _ 
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SEISmCITY 
The sequence of earthquakes discussed in this paper occurred 
between 1965 and 1970, and are listed in Table 3 . 1. The locations 
are from the International Seismological Center, the body wave magni tudes 
are from the Preliminary Determination of Epicenters, and surface wave 
magnitudes were measured fo r this study uSing a set of ten azimuthally 
distributed stations: \.JIN, SHL, NAI, PRE, NUN, AAE, 1ST , QUE, NDI, 
SHI. These events, together with those located on the Central Indian 
Ridge are plotted in Figure 3 . 1 . The time covered in Figure 3.1 
(1963 - 1976) is that for which ~~SSN data are available, and were 
included in the locations. 
Location of earthquakes in the Indian Ocean has historically 
been a problem [Cutenberg and Richter, 1965], due to poor azimuthal 
coverage and a lack of close- in stations. Figure 3.1 provides an 
estimate for the location accuracy, in that most earthquakes locate 
on t he ridge and transforms. It is clear that the sixteen events in 
the Chagos Bank swarm form a distinct group and can be resolved from 
those related to the Central Indian Ridge . The stated locations within 
this group may not be accurate enough to yield relative positions, but 
they are adequate to shOl; that these are on the western scarp of the 
Chagos Bank. No other earthquakes were rep orted during this time period 
anywhere else on the Chagos-Laccadive Ridge. 
Examination of Table 1 suggests tha t these earthquakes colle~tively 
form a type of swarm, rather than a main shock- aftershock sequence. 
Although the first (September 1965) event "'as the largest, it h ad no 
reported aftershocks within a two day period. Then, in November 1967, 
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Table 3.1 
CHAGGS BANK EARTHQ UAKE SWAim 
Date Origin Time Location 
...!!!b_ !~s 
September 12, 1965 22:02:37 6 . 5°5 70 . RoE 6 .2 6.0 
:-lovembe r 10, 1967 18 ; 38 :37 6 . 0°5 71 . 3°E 5.4 
November 11, 1967 11:55:56 6 . 0°5 71. 3°E 5 . 6 5.2 
November 11, 1967 12:14:57 6 . 0°5 71. 3°E 5.7 
November 11, 1967 15: 05 :10 6 . 1°5 71. 3°E 5.3 
November 11, 1967 17:l,2:17 6.1°5 71.4°E 5 . 4 
November 11, 1967 17:59:57 6 . 1°5 71. 3°E 5.7 
November 11, 1967 19 :07:32 6 . 2°5 71. 3°E 4.9 
November 11, 1967 20 :18: 11 6 . 0°5 71 . 3°E 5 . 4 
l~ovember 28, 1961 2:21 :57 6 . 2°S 71. 3°E 5.1 
Barch 2, 1968 22:02:24 6.1°5 71. 4 ° E 5.6 5 . 4 
Harch 15, 1968 12:51:57 6.2°5 71.4° E 5.3 
Narch 20, 1968 22:00:04 6 . 1°5 71.2°E 5 . 3 
December 3, 1968 10:40:30 6 . 1°S 71. 3°E 4.9 
July 12, 1969 5:57:11 6 . 0°5 71. 3°E 5.3 
January II, 1970 3:14:24 6.2°S 71. 3°E 4 . 9 
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eight events occurred \vith in a t wo day period. Some of th ese are shown 
in Fi gur e 3.4, a seismogram from Quetta, Pakistan, a comparatively 
nearby high gain station . The largest shock on the r ecord is the 
smallest of the t h r e e "hose mechanisms were determined in this study. 
The smaller events on the reco rd \vere too small for mechanism 
determination: the largest of these (at 17:59) appears ve r y similar 
in mechanism to t he earlier event, though not enough firs t motions could 
be r ead to permit a definite conclusion . 
The earthquake sequence appears to have tapered off and ended by 
1970. No events in this area are reported in the six year period 
1970 - 1976. Thus, the Chagos Bank s.,arm is isolat ed both in time 
and space, forming an extremely unusual earthquake sequence. 
FOCAL NECHAl"US~!S 
Figure 3 . 5 ShOHS fault plane solutions for the three larges t 
events of t he Chago Bank swarm. First motions from long period vertical 
components of ~~,SSN s tations are plott ed on t he lowe r focal hemisphe re . 
All three mechanisms are generally similar: an east-west plane dipping 
about 65° to t he n orth is we ll constrained by the fir s t mo tions. Station 
coverage is good for t he largest event, and poorer for t he two smaller 
events. 
The firs t motions are not adequate t o constrain any of t he 
mechanisms completely. The second planes we r e cons trained from the 
radia tion pattern of surface waves . Love and Ray leigh wave trains 
were isolated, tapered and filt e r ed between 25 and 100 seconds. They 
were th en equa lized to a propagation distance of 90°, using t he method 
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Figure 3. 4 . Long period vertical seismogram a t QUE , shm,ing earth-
quakes of November II, 1967. No t e that event s «ith similar 
r eported mb , for example , the larges t shock tha t day (at about 1 2 hours) and the aftershock a t about 18 hours , differ greatly 
in surface «ave magnitude . QUE i s near a body wave node, and 
on a Rayleigh wave loop . 
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Figure 3,5, First mo tions for the three earthquakes studied , plotted 
on the lOHe r focal hemisphere. The second nodal planes are 
constrained using surface waves . All events are almost pure 
normal faults. 
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of Kanamor i [ 1970a , b] . The amplitude spec tra l densities are shown 
as a function of azimuth in Fi gure 3 . 6. The spectral density averaged 
over t he 30-40 second period band is plotted for the two smaller 
events, 1;.,rhile the l arger .event, toJ'it h l onger period energy , is 
averaged ove r the 45-55 second band . 
This type of analysis was developed for grea t earthquakes and 
has usually been applied t o large even t s ',ith much longe r period 
energy (thus r educing effect s due t o lateral structure along the 
propaga tion path). It has, however, also been applied to smaller 
events [Ha rt ~.!!!.. , 1977 ; Ebel ~.!!!. . , 19 78] in the California area . 
Additional difficulties are introduced for the Chagos Bank events due 
t o poor s tation coverage . Still, the radiation patterns, though 
jagged , are clearly recognizable . 
The t wo lobed Raylei gh wave and four lobed Love wave r adiation 
patterns, with coincident nodal directions, immediately sugges t dip-
s l ip faulting . TI,e precise fault slip angle can be found by matching 
t he maximum (loop) and minimum (node) directions . The best fitting 
th eoretical radia tion patterns, and the da ta, are shown in Figure 3. 6 . 
All three even t s r epresent normal faulting on an essen tia lly eas t-
,,'es t plane , as summarized i n Table 3. 2 . Banghar and Sykes [1969], using 
firs t mo tions and S-wave angles, suggested a solution for the 1965 
event with a much g reater component of strike- slip mo tion. Such a 
solution is not compatible with the surface "aves. Sykes and Sbar [1974] 
suggested me chanisms for the other t1;.,tO events ,,,hi ch are in accord t· .. ith 
these solutions . 
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SEPTEMBER 12. 1965 Mo" 6 .8 x 10 25 
50 SECQN)S 
NOVEMBER II. 1967 Mo · 4.5 x 10 24 
35 SECQN)5 
3 eM-SEe I 4 eM-SEC 1 
MARCH 2.1968 Mo. 8.8 x 10 24 
35 SECONDS 
GI RI 
Figure 3 . 6 . Theoretical and obse rved surface >lave spectral amplitudes 
as a function of azimuth. Seismic momen ts we r e deterr.tined using 
the Rayleigh waves at t he pe riods indicated . 
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Tab l e 3.2 
F /lULl' PARAHETERS 
Date ~ cS A No 
September 12, 1965 270· 60· 260· 6.8 x 1025 dyne- em 
November 11, 1967 280· 65· 270 · 4.5 x 1024 dyne- em 
Ha r eh 2, 1968 280 · 60· 270· 8.8 x 10 24 dyne- em 
Conventions f ol l ow Kanamo ri and Stewar t [1976 ] . 
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TIle seismic moment of each event c an be found from the spectral 
densi ties in Figure 3 . 6. (The spect ral density is gi ven for t he j·/HSSN 
15- 100 long period instrument at a gain of 1500 . ) Theoretical 
spectral densities , including the effects of attenuation and ins trument 
r esponse , \.;ere computed for the knmvn mechanisms [ Kanamori and Ste;,olart , 
1976), y i elding the moment shmm. These are ave r aged from t he eight 
s tat ions "ith t he larges t spectral densities . The earth model used is 
5. 08 N [Kanamori , 1970c), with a source a t 16 km , and Q values are 
t aken from Tsai and Aki (1969). 
The moments are obtained only f r om the Ray l e i gh waves . Homents 
computed using Love ,,'aves a r e a factor of 2-3 higher , as t he t heoretical 
spectral densities were computed uisng only fundamental mode Love and 
Raylcigh waves. Fukao and Abe (1971 ) noted t hat the firs t t hree 
Love wave (torsional) over t ones (higher modes ) havc group veloc ities 
similar t o that of t he funda mental mode . This situation is shown in 
Figure 3.7, for t he first three overtones for earth model 1066A 
[Gi l bert and Dziewonski , 1975). The p lot covers a r ange of f r equencies 
(45-100 seconds) and grqup velocities (4 . 3-4.6 km/sec) suitable for 
standard sur f ace wave analyses f or earthquakes of the size studied 
here. Thus, at a pe riod of 50 seconds, all four branche s can 
contribute energy t o the seismogr am. Arrival times at a distance of 
90 · are also marked . Thus, t he highe r modes , especially the first 
overtone, can overlap \vi t h the fundamental mode and produce i nterference 
effects [Thatcher and Brune, 1969). 
The higher mode Love waves are quite efficiently excited , even 
by shallow sources . This i s shm'In by Table 3.3 where the excitat i on 
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coefficients, computed for model l Q66A for a source at a depth of IS km, 
are listed. pil ) and Qil ) [Kanamori and Stewart, 1976] are coefficients, 
which, when weighted by source geometry factors of order one and combined, 
give t he theoretical amplitude spectral density. To estimate the maximum 
possible moment misdeterrnination, note tha t the overtones may have a com-
bined amplitude comparable to or greater t han the fundamental model. Thus 
a moment calculated u~ing only the fundamental mode may yield a serious 
overestimate. 
The hi ghe r mode dispersion curves are quite sensitive to near 
surface structure, and thus differ substantially for oceanic and 
continental regions [Thatcher and Brune, 1969]. (Figure 3.7 was calculated 
for an average (gross) earth model, 1066A . ) The higher modes overlap much 
less with the fundamental for an oceanic structure. Thus, multiple surface 
waves (e. g ., G3) with longer and more complex propagation paths will tend 
to separate the higher modes more from the fundamen tal . This effect, as 
well as the fact tha t at longer periods of several hundred seconds (a t 
which larger earthquakes are studied) higher mode contamination is reduced, 
allOl"ed other studies to obtain consistent Love and Rayleigh wave moments 
[Abe , 1972]. 
For smaller earthquakes, in "hich Gl is used for analysis at 
periods less t han about 60 seconds this effect can be quite i mportant. 
The moment overestimate can he reduced somewhat by measuring amplitudes 
in the time (rather than spectral) domain, thus exploiting the group 
velocity differences hetween overtone branches, but it is extremely 
difficult to separate t he first higher mode from the fundamental. 
Fortunately, Rayleight waves are not affected by this problem, since 
th e gr oup velocities of the higher modes differ substantially from 
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Figure 3 . 7 . Dispersion curves fo r the fundamental and first t hree 
highe r Love wave (torsionaD b r anches for earth model 1066A . At 
50 seconds , all four branches fall within the period - g r oup 
velocity wind 0<4 plot t ed. At 1 00 seconds the fundamental and 
fir s t ove rtone a re s till close in arrival time , but tile second 
and t hi r d overtones ar e no longer in t his windm~. 
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Table 3 . 3 
EXCITATIO~ COEFFICIE~TS FOR TORSIONAL BRfu~CHES 
(Hodel 1066A, source depth 15 km) 
(1) 
PL Qf1) 
Fundamental (OT) - 4.t. - . 61 
First overtone (IT) -1.94 - . 38 
Second overtone (2T) - . 992 - .248 
Third overtone ( 3T) - . 657 - . 209 
First three overtone 
branches combined - 4 . 24 - .83 
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those of the fundamental mode for bo th continenta l and oceanic structures . 
The momen t s of t hese earthquakes are quite high, given the surface 
wave magnitudes. The scaling r elations of Geller [1976 J suggest that 
an earthquake of Hs 6. 0 would have a momen t of 8 x 1024 dyne-cm , almost 
an order of magnit ude less than tha t de t ermined from the surface "aves. 
(Such an anomalously high moment was also no t ed for t he Or oville ear t hquake 
by Hart et a1. [1977J.) Such high moments allow surface "ave analysis 
to succeed for such low magnit ude even t s . 
Given the known mechanism the focal depth can be estimat ed using 
body waves. The simplest possible model of farfield body wave 
r adia tion is one in t<hich the pulse is made up of t he direc t ray 
and t he r ays r eflect ed off the free surface . Thus, the farfield P 
wave is modeled as the s um of direct P , pP a nd sP (the shear wave 
converted a t the f r ee surface). Follo"ing Fukao [1971J and Kanamor i 
and St ewart [1976J , the problem can be simpli fi ed by r eplacing all 
near source structure by a homogeneous layer . A further simp l ification 
is to replace the full solution of t he wave equation [Helmberger , 1974] 
with the essentially geome tr ic optics first-motion-approximation 
[Langs ton and Helmbe r ger , 1975]. 
These simplifications a r e valid only for the fir s t few seconds of 
t he body wave seismogram . Later port ions of t he r eco r d are influenced 
both by near sour ce and receive r structure . 
Figure 3.8 shm.s P waves on the long period vertical components 
at six stations for the 1965 earthquake, and synthetic seismograms 
computed for various focal depths , including the effect s of attenuation 
and t he instrument response. (A crustal velocity of 6.8 km/sec 
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20SEC SEPTEMBER 12, 1965 
Figure 3.B. Long period vertical records a t six stations, for th e 
September 12, 1965 earthquake. Synthetic seismograms , computed 
for different focal depths, suggest that the source is at a 
dep th of 15 km or shallower. The synthetics for the 15 km 
depth agree quite well with the initial body wave pulse . 
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[Franci s and Shor, 1966] was used f o r the calculations.) The focal 
mechanism (Figure 3.5) shm.s t hat all but a few near-nodal I ndian 
st a t ions "Ji ll be in the dilational quadrants, in which t he wavefo rms 
vary only slightly with azimu t h . 
For a focal depth of 15 km, the da t a and synthet i cs agree wel l 
for 10-12 seconds , until additional body wave arrivals appear on the 
record. De!,pe r focal dep t hs produce wavefor ms which are clearly 
inappropriate; a shallo\< depth yields too short a pulse duration. 
The source-time function, a t hree second symmetric trapezoid with 
a one second rise time , yielded t ha best fits of a variety test ed. 
The source appears, then, to be a t a depth of 15 km or shallower. 
This procedure yields a body wave moment of 3 . 5 x . 10 25 dyne- em , 
approximately half that ohtained f rom the 50-second surface waves . 
Such a discrepancy , sugges ting that the source had a subs tant ial long 
period component, has been report ed for other events , including the 
Oroville earthquake [Har t et al., 1977]. 
Only the 1965 event showed body waves large enough to jus tify 
waveform modeling . The two smaller earthquakes body wave s have trace 
amplitudes l ess t han a f e,,, millimeters; only the first pulse i s 
r eso lvable . In gene ral t he pulses for both earthquakes are quite simple 
and r esemble t he l arge r event closely, suggesting similar fo cal depths . 
An additional t es t for the f ocal depth i s shown in Figure 3.9. 
The short period vertical c omponents , six of which are shown, show a 
l a t e r phase approximately six seconds after the di r ec t P wave . The 
consistency of the phase at different, a zimuthally dis tributed stations, 
suggests t hat it is not due t o local r eceive r s truct ure . As t en 
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Fi gure 3 . 9 . Short period vertical records at six \,'WSSN stations , for 
t he September 12, 1965 earthquake . If the second arrival is sP , 
t he focal depth is about 16 kilometers . (A minute ma rk occu r s 
during the POD record.) 
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seconds of the long period component could be matched by the simple three 
r ays ~odel , this phase is unlikely to be due to near source effects . 
It should then be one of the free surface reflections, and its delay 
time should yield t he focal depth . pP, the obvious candidate, i mplies 
a focal depth of about 24 km. The syn t hetic long period seismograms 
fo r this depth did not match well . On the other hand, if the late r 
phase is sP, t he n the focal depth would be approximately 16 km, in 
general accord with t hat obtained from t he synthetics . If so, then 
pP is presumably buried in t he signal associated ,,'ith the first arrival. 
This is not purely a r adiation pattern effect, as pP should be sizable 
at several of these stations . This later phase appears with the same 
time delay on s hor t period records of the two smaller earthquakes; 
again suggesting similar focal depths for all events . 
TECTONIC U1PLICATIO:lS 
TIle Chagos Bank swarm r ep r esents an extreQely unusual phenomenon. 
Its location on t he s t eep scarp face of the Chagos Bank is not easily 
explained by conventional t ectonic models . 
One possibility is t ha t the Chagos Bank SHarm is r ela t ed t o the 
Vema Frac ture Zone , as the swarm' s l ocation i s directly along the 
trend of the fracture zone. This would be difficult to reconcile 
,,·ith t he earthquake mechanisms , as s trike-slip faulting ,,"ould be the 
l ogical r esult . Noreover, the fault planes , r ather than paralleling 
the fracture zone trend , cut across it. 
An alternate hypothesis woul d sugges t that t he earthquakes are 
r elated to the steep scarp on the Chagos Bank. Fisher et al. ' s [1971] 
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model, in uhich the Cbagos Bank and Hascarene Plateau \Je re t orn apart , 
implies tha t the ocean f loo r a t th e base of the scarp is much younge r 
t han t he elevated a r ea . Such a situation could lead to differential 
subsidence and dip slip faul ting along a plane r oughly pa rallel to 
t he Chagos Bank . All t hree mechanisms shOl' faulting almost 
perpendicular to the Chagos Bank . 
Thus the swarm cannot be easily r e lated to any of the bathyme tric 
f eatures in t he a r ea . On the other hand, it should probably not be 
considered an lIintraplate ll event, generated by the force s applied to 
the plate as a "hole . In such a case. so close t o the spreading ridge , 
t he intraplate st r ess axes would presumably be controlled by t he 
spreading dire ction [Forsy th and Uyeda, 1975; Richardson et a1., 1976 ; 
Fujita and Sleep, 1978] . This does not seem the case , which i s 
har dly surprising f o r ear t hquakes on an anomalous st ruc ture like th e 
Ch agos-Laccadive Ridge . 
As these earthquakes seem inexplicable in terms of standard 
tectonic models , an unusua l model may be tenable. Pe rhaps , at depths 
\-lithin the lithosphere , an eas t-\Jest t ending fracture remaining from 
the separation of the Chagos Bank and Hascar ene Platea u is still active . 
Although t his is not t he curren t spreading direction , such a fracture 
could have formed in t he early stages of t he hreakup . The existence 
of nor~dl faulting , and swar m-type seismici ty ~ay even suggest ~at e rial 
be ing intruded into such a fractu re . In the absence o f any surficial 
expression, o f course , such a f eat ure must remain hypo the tical. 
The sei smicity and mechanisms on the Chagos-Laccadive Ridge seem 
quite dif fe r en t from those on tbe mo r phologicall y similar Nine tyeast 
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Ridge [Stein and Okal, 1978]. This may be an artifact of the sampling 
period, since historical (from 1918 on) earthquakes are knm<n on the 
Ninetyeast Ridge , while this study considered only recent (1963-1976) 
events to avoid mis loc a t ed Central Indian Ridge ear t hquakes . Barring 
this effect, it appears that the Chagos-Laccadive Ridge is gener ally 
aseismic, except for t he knot of earthquakes on the Chagos Bank; the 
Nine tyeast Ridge has a continuous seismic zone along a large fraction 
of its length. The Nine tyeast Ridge is probably s till an active 
t ectonic feature; the Chagos-Laccadive Ridge seems dormant except for 
this one r egion on t he Chagos Bank. 
CO)lCLUSION 
The ear thquake s"arm that occurred on t he Chagos-Laccadi ve Ri dge 
between 1965 and 1970 r epresen t s t he only seismici t y from 1962 t o 1976 on 
an otherwise aseismic ridge. These earthquakes represent almost pure normal 
f a ulting on an east-west trending plane, which cannot be easily 
reconciled with the present day t ec tonics of the area . A still-active 
fracture at depth, r ema ining from the breakup of the Chagos Bank and 
Nascarene Plateau, offers a possible explanation of this unusual swa r m. 
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PART II 
HODELS FO R ASYHHETRIC AND OBLIQUE SPREADING 
AT HIDOCEA,.'1 RIDGES 
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Chapter I 
HTRODUCTION 
The :nidocean ridge system, the largest of the suboceanic topo-
gra ic fea tures, is distinguishable both by its elevation and its seismic 
activity . In this zone of hi gh heat Om" rugged topog raphy and 
active seisnicity the oceanic pla t es a r e generated and begin to spread 
apart. The morphology of thi s zone gives crucial insight into the 
seafloor spreading process. 
Ewing and Heezen [19 56] were the first to not e tha t the midoceani c 
ridge system ",as truly worldwide, and predict the existence of ridges 
in unsurveyed areas from seismicity alone. In 1947 the first cores 
were obtained from the Hid - Atlantic Ridge by R/v Atlantis, showing the 
presence of fresh igneous rock (including pillo,; basalts) and 
establishing the volcanic activity of the ridges . l-li t h the 
introduction of precision depth r ecorders the morphology of the ridge 
system became clearer . Heezen et al . [1959] reported the prominent 
axial rift which extends the length of the Mid- Atlantic ridge , "hile 
Menard [1960] showed that the East Pacific Rise, instead, had an axial 
high . Von Herzen and Uyeda [1963 ] showed that heat flow at t ne ridges 
was much higher than in the ocean basins, and decayed with distance from 
the ridge crest. 
In his [1962] classic "essay in geopoe try" Hess suggested that the 
ocean floors were generated at the ridges and destroyed at trenches. 
This was proved by the work of Vine and Matthews [1963] (as well as 
Morley in a paper rejected by the Journal of Geophysical Research). 
The analysis of seafloor magnetic anomalies became a crucial tool 
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in unders t anding the seafloor spreadin g process. Excellent general 
accounts of the early developments in understanding midocean ridges 
are given by We rtenbaker [1974] and Uyeda [1978] . 
After the spreading of the seafloor "as proved, the mechanics 
of the process became a major subject of study. Hess' simple idea, 
tha t the ridges r epresented upwelling limbs of convec tion cells, was 
no longer t enable . Simple geometric considerations (for example , the 
fact that Antarctica is s urrounded by ridges ) showed that ridges 
migrate with time . Tectonic his tory (for example, the west coast of 
North America) [Atwater , 1970] showed that ridges could encounter 
trenches and then cease to spread. Such behavior is difficult to 
explain in terms of a convection cell . In addition, one would expect 
such cells to have characteristic dimensions J ~~hile, in fact, trench-
ridge distances vary by orders of magnitude . Thus rid ges are now 
generally considered "passive" features, at which mantle material 
upwells, whose location is determined by plate motions [Sleep, 1969; 
Lach enbruch, 1973, 1976; Sleep and Rosendahl, 1978]. 
As the plates spread away from t he ridge , the lithosphe re thickens 
and cools . This effect can be seen both in heat flm< meas ure l!:ents , 
and from the increase in Ocean depth with the square root of 
age [ Sclater and Francheteau, 1970]. Thus an extremely 
simple the rmal plate cooling mode l can explain t he morphology and 
heat flm< a t some distance from the ridge . 
Th e situation i s mo r e complicated very near the rid ge. The 
t opography is rougher, and the mechanics a r e more complicated . This 
is clear from examination of the magnetic anomaly da t a . In 
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particular , as discussed in the following t:vo chapters , the plates 
sometimes spread both asymmet r ically ( one flank faster than the 
other) and obliquely (spreading direction not perpendicular t o the 
ridge) . This can frequently be seen fron surface ship data, and is 
quite clea r from deep t ow data . Figure 1.1 [1'1acdonald , 1977] s hows 
bathymetry and magnetics in the FAMOUS area , Hid Atlantic Ridge. 
The ridge is spreading asy mme trically and obliquely . The foll owing 
t wo chapters explore the mechanics of such processes . 
Chapter 2 appears in Earth and Planetary Science Let t e rs as 
Stein ei: a1. [1977]. Chapter 3 is in press in the same j our nal 
[Stein, 1978]. 
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Figure 1.1. The FA110US (French Amer i can Hid- Ocean Unde r sea Study) 
area on the Nid-At1anti c Ridge (36°~1 , 33°H). Hagnetic 
anomalies iden tified from deep to<; data are shaded , those 
determined from surface ship data are dashed . Lines wi th tick 
ma r ks indicate the rift valley walls . Spreading is asymmetric, 
with the east side fast (also see Figur e 2 . 5). The spreading 
direction, as defined by fracture zones FZA, FZB and FZC, is 
17° oblique to the spreading axis (doub le solid lines) . 
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Chapte r 2 
RIDGE NIGRATIO;>l MD ASn[}IETRIC SEAFLOOR SPREADING 
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ABSTRACT 
This chap t e r proposes t hat asymmet r ic seafloor sprcading occurs 
as a c onsequence of t he rela ti ve mo tion be t ,."een r idges and 51my moving 
mant l e mate rial belo\,, _ A mechanical model of asymmetric s preading 
predicts that the trailing flank of a r idge mi grating with r espect to 
the man tle sp r eads fastest . Thus absolute motions can be used t o 
pr e dict a di r ec t ion of a symme try bo th of magnet ic anomalies and 
ba t hymet r y . Thes e predic ti ons are t ested agains t published data and 
found t o be in eood ag r ee",en t in mos t places . The magni tude 0 f the 
asymme t ry , hO\.Jever, seems t o vary dramatically over short dis t ances 
along a rid ge . These details of the asymmetric 
sprcading process are too complicated fo r t hi s simp l e mechanical model 
t o describe . The predictions of the ridge migration model are compared 
t o those of asyrametric cooling models and models i n wh ich the r idge 
spreads asymmetrically so as to remain above a source fixed in t he 
man tle , and appear a ccep t ab l e . 
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Figure 2 . 1. ~lagnetic anomalies on the eastern ( Cos ta Rica) segment 
of t he Cocos- Nazca rise [Hey , 19771 . The spreading r ate 
is determined by generating synthe tic anomalies and matching the 
data. The north flank is best fit wi t h a half r ate of 3 cm/yr; 
whi l e the south flank is best fit by 3 . 6 em/yr . Both fits a r e 
excellent for at l eas t five million years. 
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I NTRODUCTIO:-; 
The first analyses of seafloo r magnetic anomalies laid heavy 
emphasis on the striking symmet ry of the profiles about the ridge. 
In gene ral, both flanks were fj t at any given time \vith t he 
same spr eading r a tes. For several years it , ... as commonly believed that 
this \o/as always the case , and a r equi r ement of t he spreading process. 
The first possible case of asymme tri c spreading "as reported by 
Dickson , Pitman and Ileirtzler [1968) who sho,"ed sys t ematic differences 
in t he distance from the ridge axis to anomaly 5 on the two fl anks . 
They interpreted t his, hmJever, as due to possible misiden tification 
of t he ridge axis . I t was not until several years later that t he 
possibility of asymmetric spreading was explicitly stated . Heissel 
and Hayes [1971) suggested asymme tric spreading south of Australia 
and Herron [1971) noted it on the East Pacific Rise . In r e cent years 
it i s becoming inc r easingly common to analyze spreading rate data 
without the preconception of symmetry . An especially striking example 
is shown by Hey [1977 ), Figure 2 . 1 . 
It is important to r ecognize that symmetric spreading is in no 
way a geometrical or mechanical requirement of the sp reading process. 
The total sp r eading rate at a ridge is controlled by the separation of 
the ri gi d plates on either side, but this total spreading may be 
di vided dif ferently between t he t wo ridge flanks . Thus the pos ition 
of the ridge axis cont r ols the difference of the t wo half spreading rates 
although their sum is fixed . 
In t his chapte r "e will explore a simple mechanical model of 
asymmet ric spreading . The model suggests that the absolute motion of 
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t he ridge with r espec t to a slowly moving mantle below influences th e 
direction of asymmetric spreading. The data are limited and of varying 
quali ty, but, in gene ral, they appear consistent wi th this hypothesis. 
GEONETRY OF RIDGE HIGRATlON 
Express ions are first de rived t o desc ribe the relative motion 
between the lithosphere and mantle at a ridge . Using absolute plate 
velocity ve ctors it is possible to construct a vector \~lh ich measures 
t he mi gration of t he ridge in the chosen absolute reference frame . 
This frame may be viewed as one fixed with respect to a slowly moving 
mantle [Horgan, 1972]. lising this migration ve ctor, the mechanics 
of a r idge can be modeled to predict t he eventua l occurrence and 
dire ction of asymmetric sp r ead ing . 
Cons ider two plates , i and j, with ins tantaneous rotation vec tors 
Il i and OJ in a chosen absolut e reference frame . At a point on the 
ridge ~, ve locities on either side of the ridge are 
~ ~ 
Vi = O. x r 1 
~ ~ ~ 
V. U. x r. 
J J 
At some time lat e r, the rid ge has migrated to a new point. As 
sho,,'ll in Figure 2 . 2, the velocity of the ridge i s given by 
~ 
a = (Vj + Vi - 2Va )/2 
where V is the correction vec tor due to any asymmetry of spreading . 
a 
It is de fined as 
Plate 
J 
Plate i 
Ridge 
Time 
t 
~ 
V J 
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VI 
Fi gure 2 . 2 . G.!tome s..ry o f r idge migratio n . Vi' J.j a r e absolut e mo tion 
vectors , VI ' VJ are sp readlng vec t ors and va i s t he asymmet r y 
vec tor, m, is th e mi grati on vector, g iving t he componen t of the 
ridge ' s mo tion in the spreading di r ec tion «ith r espec t t o the 
mantle . 
~ 
V a 
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",here VI and VJ arc vectors in the spreading directions whose 
magnitudes are equal to the llalf spreading rat es on their r espec tive 
plates. 
These vectors are defined using a unit vector 1 which points 
away from the ridge toward the direction of spreading on plate i. 
In terms of the absolute velocity vectors Vi and Vj this vector is 
defined as i = (Vi - vj)/Ivi - Vjl The spreading velocities of the 
. 
plates relative to the ridge are thus VI = VIi and VJ = -VJi. This 
convention has been chosen to ensure that VI and VJ are both positive • 
. 
The projection of a on the spreading direction i is 
~ ~ ~ 
~ 
m = (a • i)i (V j + Vi - 2Va ) (Vi - V.) 1 V.) . 
J 
The migration vec tor, ~ m, is the component of the ridge's migration 
in the spreading direction. It can be used to identify the trailing 
flank of the ridge and predict the direction of asymmetric spreading . 
A SIMPLE HECHili'UCAL MODEL FOR ASy}!NETRIC SPREADING 
Figure 2 . 3 shows a simple two dimensional model of an asymmetrically 
spreading ridge . Consider a frame of reference attached to the ridge, 
and a r egion of the crust and upper mantle enclosing it . The left 
~ 
hand plate moves away from the ridge with velocity VI while the righ t 
hand plate moves with V J' At a depth h in the mantle (which may 
coincide with the base of the as th enosphere) the re is a general flow 
~ 
of mantle material t o the righ t with velocity Vm. In general it is 
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Figur e 2 . 3 . Geome t r y of t he ridge dynamics model. The ridge is 
fixed in t his frame of refe rence . Pla t e j is predicted to 
accrete f aster , as it trails the mig r ating r idge . \rm' the 
negative of the migration vector, gives t he direction of mantle 
material flo" in the r idge fixed f r ame . 
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assumed that t his relative motion is produced by the migr a tion of 
the ridge, r athe r t han by mo t ion within t he s t a tionar y o r slowly 
~ 
moving mantle. The mant le mot ion Vrn i s then the negative of t he 
~ ~ 
migra tion vec tor m, Vm = - m. 
The general framework of t his mode l i s that of a passively 
spreading ridge whose tot a l spreading rate 
is controlle d by exte rnal forces. Note t hat V is the r elative 
v elocity of the t ,w plates: it is independent of t he ve loci ty of 
either t he plates or t he ridge ',ith respect to the deep mantle. The 
ridge may spr ead either symmet rically or asymmetri cally, without 
altering t he absolute velocities of either plate, as long a s the 
t otal spreading rate is fixed. The asymmetry of sp r eading is 
~ 
describ ed by the parameter A, (note tha t VI and VJ are colinear) 
~ ~ 
Thus , for s ymme tric spreading VJ = -VI and A = O. If plate j does 
not accrete new seaf loor material (VJ = 0), while plate i accre tes 
at t he t otal sp r eading r a te V (VI = -V), then A = -1 . Conversely, 
if plate i does not a ccre t e (VI = 0) while j spreads (V J = V), 
A = +1. A pos itive asymme try A indicates that the trailing flank 
of the ridge s preads fastest, as i llus tra t ed in Figure 2.1. 
It is relatively easy to produce mode l s in which 
thi s situation gives rise to asymmetric spreading. This can be 
done e ither by considering the upwelling mantl e mate rial as a flui d , 
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and determining the spreading geometry that will yield a minimum 
energy dissipation solution , or by considering t he stresses on the 
rigid plates t hemselves . 
The fluid mechanical argument i s given in detail by Stein g 2..!.. 
[1977]. This result is easy to demonstrate qualitatively. Figure 2 . 2 
shows that t he total shear beneath plate i is · of order (I VI I + I vml ) Ih, 
while the shear beneath plate j is of order (I V J I - I Vrn I) Ih. The 
total shear beneath plate i is always larger than that beneath 
plate j. 
Each plate accretes ne\i material from the mantle at a rate 
dependent upon the total sp r eading rate and t he degree of symmetry . 
As a plate spreads a<,ay from t he ridge the flm, field induced by its 
accretion interacts with the shear flm, beneath it. Since the energy 
dissipated is t he square of the total strain r ate, t he total dissipation 
is largest where the shear flm, is largest. Thus, plate i should 
accrete more slowly than plate j , since the shear (hence the energy 
dissipation rate) beneath it is larger than the shear (ener gy 
dissipation rate) beneath plate j. 
Alternately, the same r esult can be seen by considering the 
stresses on the tHO plates . As the s tresses are proportional to 
the strains, the leadin g plate (plate i) will be under higher shear 
stress and fracture . It seems r easonable that the ridge axis will 
then shift in t hat direction , resulting in plate j spreading faster. 
In this view we arc considering asymmetric spreading to be the result 
of infinitesimal ridge jumps . 
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Thus it seems plausible that the mot ion of a ridge with respec t 
t o the mantle favors asymmetric spreading \-li th the trailing ri dge 
flank sp r ead ing fast e r . The detailed mechanism of t his process, 
and the possible s ignificance of t he dif fe rent stresses in 
either fl ank of the ridge merit more investigation than can be 
given he r e . Nodels of great complexity can be made to desc ribe the 
process , but it is difficult to believe that such models r e present 
t he essential physics of t he complex ridge sys tem. It seems mos t 
useful to use this simple, intuitive mode l and attemp t to determine 
if the predict ed effect in fact occurs. As discussed late r, this 
effect appears t o he only a tendency that biases asymmetric 
spreading toward one direction . The actua l magnitude of the asymmetry 
seems to be controlled by local effects , so that asymmetries can be 
predicted, at best, only qualitatively . 
Final l y , note t ha t the asymmetric accretion of ma t erial which 
"e h ave descr i bed does not involve any thermal perturbations on ei t he r 
flank of the ridge . The tempera tures of the t"o flanks "ill be 
affect ed only by t he different spreading rates . Thus this model 
predicts no deviation from the gene ral r e lation between ocean 
depths and the square root of age shown by Sclater and Francheteau 
[19 70]. This i s i mportant in conside ring different mode l s of 
asymmetric sp reading . 
CONPUTATION OF NICRATIO)l VECTORS 
The model described in t he pr eceding section predicts a r e lation 
between ridge migration vectors and asymme tric s preading. To compute 
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migration vectors an absolute motion model mus t be chosen . Such 
models are determined by finding relative plate motions and then 
imposing a rigid body rotation of the entire lithosphere . 
A variety of different approaches have yielded general l y similar 
absolute motion models, so t he migration vectors differ only 
s l ightly for diffe r ent models . The model chosen is Model AtQ of 
Jordan [1975] which requires zero absolute motion for Africa . 
(The idea that Africa i s stationary with respect to t he mantle has 
also been proposed on geologic grounds by Burke and Hilson [1972] . ) 
A wide variety of absolute motion mode ls are all generally consistent 
with the hot spot trace data [Jordan, 1975] . Selection of anyone 
of these produces only minor changes in the di r ection of ridge 
migration vectors , except along the South Atlantic ridge and south 
of Afric a . The asymmetric spreading model yields best results 
when the South Atlantic r idge is mi grating «est, which occurs if 
Af r ica is fixed . 
The migrat ion velocities computed from MI2 are shown on 
Figur e 2 . 4 . The arrows point in the direction of the ridge migra t ion 
with r espect to the deep mantle (assumed fixed in the hot spot frame) 
and have lengths proportional to the migration velocity . For 
convenience, the mi gration vec tors are computed neg lecting 
the small correcti on f ac tor Va' which i s always much smalle r than the 
t otal spreading r ate . Also plotted i s a s mall data set of asymmetries 
t aken from publis h ed resul t s discussed below . The shaded side of 
t h e r ec tangle shows the f as t sp r eading s ide . Unsha ded r ec tangl e s 
indicate symmetric spreading. The percentage of asymmetry is als o 
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Figur e 2.4 . Computed mi e ration vectors and observed asymmetries . 
Asymmetries are quoted as percentages ; differences in spreading 
rates divided by the sum . Asymme tries are given over the longest 
period avai l able at each l ocation , but never beyond anoma l y 5 . 
(In areas of r ecen t asymmetries and longer t erm g ross symmetry, 
e.g ., FAHOUS, t he r ecent asymmetry is plotted . ) In genera l the 
plate trailing t he mig r a ting ridge seems t o spread faster. 
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indicated . (In areas of dense measurements the range is shm"n.) 
DATA 
Since t he absolute motion model is based on instantaneous 
motions, only rela tively recent data are used . Nothing beyond anomaly 
5 (nine million years) is included in this data set. Possible 
consequences of t his choice are explored below . 
The Ii terature was sear ched for published spreading rat es , 
determined independently for both limbs . Only those compiled from 
profiles, rather than from processed contour maps, are used . In 
measuring and quoting asymmetries an attempt was made to exclude 
major shifts of the spreading axis, as a result of which entire anom-
alies are ei-ther repeated or lack i ng on one flank . - On the other hand, 
smaller rid ge jumps are difficult to separate from continuous 
asymmetric spreading , especially as one may be the limit of the 
other [Hey, 1977). As this chapter a ttempts to predict 
asymme tric accretion with a simple model, rather than explore the 
precise mechanisms involved, such a distinction is not crucial for 
this purpose . 
Spreading r ates are available for several sites in the North 
Atlantic. Johnson et al. [1972) report asymmetry on the Kolbeinsey 
Ridge, north of Iceland : the eas t flank spreads at 8 . 2 m~/yr and the 
west at 7.7 mm/yr out to anomaly 5. (This interpretation has been 
questioned by Palmason [1973).) South of Iceland, on the Reykjanes 
Ridge , Talwani ~ al . [1971) show symmetric spreading . 
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The FANO[;S area (36°N, 33°E) has been extensively studied using 
both surface and deep tow instruments [Needham and r' rancheteau, 1974; 
Hacdonald , 1 9 77; Hacdonald and Luyendyk , 1 9 77). Both ri [ts show 
evidence of asymmetric spreading . The north FtJ'IO[;S rift spread 
at a half rate of 7.0 mm/yr to the west, and 13.4 mm/y r to the east, 
until anomaly 2 (1.7 m. y .) . Prior to this the direction of 
a symme try r e versed: 13.3 mm/yr to the west and 10.8 mm/yr to the 
east (Figure 2 . 5) . These average to a smaller asymmetry over the 
last four million years , still wi th the e as t flank fas t. The south 
FANOUS rift spreads at 9 . 8 mm/yr to the west, and 10 . 6 mm/yr to the 
east (complete data are only available over Brunhes time. Despite 
these asymmet r ies surface magnetic data [Phillips and Fleming, 1975) 
for the FA."iOUS area show gross symmetry over a much longer time period 
(ten million years). 
At 26°N, Lattimo re ~~. [1974) report half-rates of 13 mm/yr 
to the east, and 11 mm/y r to the west out to anomaly 5. (Prior 
to this the direction of asymmetry appears to have oscillated.) 
In the South Atlan tic at 6- 8 °S, Van Andel and Heath [1970) 
show the eas t flank spreading faster "'i t h different rates out to 
anomalies 3 or 5. Furthe r south, of seven measur ements to 
anomaly 5 by Dickson ~ al. [1968 ), five show spreading fast e r to 
the east, one shows symmetric spreading, and one shows spreading 
faster to the " es t , These are over a ridge leng th of 22° (28°S-500S). 
Similar results are given by Loomis and Ho r gan [1973) for Project 
Magnet flights in the same area. 
Thus along the Hid-Atlantic ridge the re seems to be a strong 
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t endency fo r t he east flank t o spread faster t han the "est du r ing 
the las t several million years . This effect appear s real , despite 
the difficult i es invo lved in measuring sp reading rates t o the necessary 
accur acy over a 51m-.' spr eading ridge . It also appears t hat o ve r longe r 
periods , t ens of millions of years, the asyrrme try has averaged ou t 
to produce a genera l symmetry . 
Asymmet ric sp r eading occurs a t many locations i n t he Pacific . 
Kl i t go rd ~ al . [19 75 ] desc r ibe symme tric sp r ead ing on the Cocos-
Pacific boundary at 21 0 N. Rea [1977 ) shm.,s slight asymmetry a t 9-12°S, 
on t he East Pacific rise ; 80 mm/yr t o t he " es t and 77 mm/ y r t o the 
east . He rron ' s [1971) t ,w profiles furth e r south (19°S, 28°S ) show 
the Nazca pla t e t o be sp r eading faste r t han the Pacifi c plate over 
t he pas t five mil l ion years . At 3l o S Rea [197 7 ) finds average eas t and 
west flank r a tes of 86 and 77 mm/yr , r espec t ively , since 2 . 41 m. y . 
a go . The Costa Rican rift at 83°\, sp r eads faster t o t he sou t h (Nazca) 
sid e t han to the north [Klitgord et aI. , 1975] . Further wes t ( 86 OW) 
the Galapagos rid ge shows t he r everse direction out t o J a r amillo 
time [Ditgord ~ a I., 1975 ] . lIey [1977] and Hey ~ a 1. [1977] also 
find t he north fl ank sp r eading faster nea r t he Galapagos (99°W- 93°1-l ), 
and t he south f l ank fas t er a t 83 °\,- 84°11 on the Costa Rican ri f t. The 
Chile ridge sho"s symmet r ic sp read ing [ Klitgo rd ~ al . , 1973) . 
The profi l es of Ho l nar ~~. [1975 ) in the South Pacific shm; t he 
Antarctic s i de ( ou t t o anomaly 2 or 2 ' ) t o be s preading faster in 
almos t all cases ove r a r a nge f r om 110°\, to 180 ° \, a n d 35°S t o 65°S . 
Some of t hese profi les are shown in Figure 2.6. {Neasuring only ou t 
to 2 o r 2 ' avoids confusion with ridge jumps which appea r on the 
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same profiles.) This asymmetry was noted by Herron [1971 ]. Falconer 
[197 2] reports symmetric spreading at 6l o S , l 6 l o E on the India-
Anta rctica boundary. South of Australia, Heissel and Hayes [1971] show 
one profile ',ith the Indian side fast, and a nother with the reverse 
out t o seventeen mi llion years . (Prior to sev en t een mi llion years 
both profiles had t he north side fast .) Furthe r west, at 40 0 S, 80°\\, 
SchUch and Patriat [1971] (profile GAl-6 , anomaly 1-2) shot's Antarc tic 
sp r eading faster than India. 
It appears , t hen, that asymmetric spreading is a common worldwide 
phe nomenon . Fr equently the direction of asymmetry ove r t he last 
several million years is the same for substantial distances along t he 
ridge (for example , t he mid- Atlantic and Pacific- An t a r ctic r idges ). 
ANALYSIS 
The majori t y of these measurements are consistent with the pre-
diction of t his model : the flank trailing the migrating r idge spreads 
faster . Only a small fracti on of t he dat a show asymmet ries opposite 
t hose predic t ed . Frequent ly t he spreading i s symmetric, but this 
model predicts a preferred direction of asymmetric spreading r a t he r 
th an its certain occurr ence . 
The most convincing evidence for a fundamen t al process of 
asymmetr i c spreading is the data [Dickson et a1., 196 8 ; Van Andel and 
--
Heath, 1970; Loomis and Ho r gan , 1973] in the South Atlantic and in 
the South Pacific [nolnar et a1., 1975; Herron , 1971]. The consistency 
of the direction of asymmetry over thousands of kilome ters argues 
against it s being a purely local phenomenon . 
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On t he o t her hand, the magnitude of the asymmetry va r ies 
considerably. t-leasu r ements (central anomaly to 2 or 2 ', o r any more 
sophistica ted scher.1e) on the South Pacific profiles yield asyrmnetries 
vary ing bet"een 5 and 25 percent. Some of this var i ation may be 
due t o noise in the data, bu t it s t ill appears that the magnitude of 
t he asymmetry is being con trol led by local effec t s . Hany processes 
at t he r i d ge , unre l ated to r idge mi g ration, can influence the pattern 
of sp r eadin g . These include structural control of intrusion patterns, 
the shape and cooling histor y of magma chambers , and l oca l irregularities 
in man tle flow. 
The full comp l exity of t he process of asyrmnetric sp r eading can be 
seen in detai led studies of the FAl'IOUS a r ea [Macdona l d , 1 9 77; Hacdonald 
and Luyen dyk , 1977]. Two adjacent ridge segments approxi mately 
f if ty kilome ters apart have very different asymmet r ies . The 
direc tion and magnitude of asymmetry chan ges q uit e r apidly (in less 
t han . 15 m.y .). The sp r eading is q ui t e oblique (17°) . At least i n 
t his area, asymmet ri c spreading occurs on a very fine scale, with no 
evidence of discre t e r idge jumps of mor e t han s everal hund red meter s . 
Cl ea rly no s i mple mode l of t he dynamics of a r idge can adequate ly 
desc r ibe these local effects . Thus it ",ou l d be surprising t o fi nd a 
simple r elation between migr ation velocity and asymmetry . It would not 
be surprising t o f ind occasional sites wh e re local effec t s c ounteract 
or even reverse t he e ffects of r idge migra t ion . 
Another possible problem is the assumption tha t the ridge is 
mig r a ting much faster than any mo tion in t he underlying mantle. If 
t h i s assumption is violated then t he mig r ation vector "ill no t predic t 
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Figure 2.7 . An interpretation of the Cocos-Nazca ridge data. The 
ridge migration model predicts t hat the south flank would spread 
f aste r, unless an outflow of material fr om the hot spot near 
t he Galapagos I slands js r evers ing the direction of net mantle 
flow. The region affected by t he possible hot spo t outflOl< 
overlaps with the region of the Galapagos melting anomaly , and 
a r egion of anomalously shallow crust. 
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the asymmetry . This may be t he case near the Ga l apagos hot spot . 
Hey [19 77] and lIey ~ a1. [1977] suggest tha t asymme tric spreading on 
t he Galapagos Ridge i s r e l ated t o the hot spo t t o t he south . If t he r e 
i s substantial outflow of ma t e rial frat:! the hot spot then the direction 
of n e t motion between t he ridge and as the nosphe r e wou l d he the r everse 
of t ha t predic t ed by the mi g ration vec tor. In such a case the 
north side, as observed , woul d be t he fast spreading side. This 
area gene r al ly coincides with t he a no malous pe trology of the Galapagos 
mel ting anomaly [Anderson e t al . , 1975] often attributed to t he ho t spot. 
It is int e r es t ing t o not e t ha t of t wo profiles shown by Kli t gord ~ al. 
[ 1975] t he one on t he Ga l apagos Ridge ( 86 °\0/) shows the n orth side fast , 
while further "" ay (83 °\;) the south s ide is fast . Hey ' s [1977] and 
Hey ~ a1. • s [19 77] p ro files a t 99-93° \01 show the no rth side f as t , and 
a t 83-84°1-1 also h ave the south s ide fast. Thus t he Costa Rican rift 
may b e far enou gh al;ay t ha t it is not affect ed by any ou tflow from 
t he hot s pot. This si t uation is shown in Fig ur e 2 . 7 . It i s al so 
interesting to note that the a rea south of the Cocos- Naz ca Rise, and 
eas t of the Eas t Pacific Ri se , is one of anomalously shalla<, crus t 
[Lonsdale, 1977a; 1977b]. This has been interpre t ed [Trehu , 19 75] 
a s a possible consequence of the rmal effects due to upwe lling at t he 
Galapagos hot s pot . 
An alternative theory of asymmetric spreading has b een advanced 
by Weissel and Hayes [19 71.] and Hayes [19 76] . This mode l is based on 
the ir observa tion tha t ba t hyme tric data south of Aus tra lia ShOl, dep t hs 
on the south (Antarctic) flank of the ridge consistently shal l ower 
tha n t o t he north . The c onven tional dep t h-age r e l ation would t hen i mply 
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tha t t he sou t h flank i s spreading faster . This is t he direction of 
asymme try predicted by our mip,ration vector . Ye t before sevent een 
million years th e ir ana l ysis of magnetic anomalies shot'/s the reverse 
t he. north flank fast (both in " zone A" and "zone C") . 
To explain t his discrepancy Hayes invokes a thermal model of 
asymmetric cooling in wh i ch t he An t a rctic plate i s "hotte r" and 
sp r eads more slowly . This model has been criti cized in some detail 
by Fujita and Sl eep [1978] . Using Sleep ' s [1975] thermal model 
of an asymmet rically spreading r idge , t hey show that higher 
t emper a tures pe rsis t at g reat e r distances f rom th e axis on t he fas t side , 
as shown in Figur e 2 . 8. This causes preferential intrusions which 
r eposi tion t he ridge axi s and t hus oppose t he asymmet r ic sp r eadine . 
They also sho' .• that if a t he r mal per turbation related t o a "hot spot" 
c auses asymmetric coo l ing , the rmal conduc t ion 'tITould prevent the 
process from continuing for any appreciable leng t h of t ime . 
A second difficulty wi t h t his asymmetric cooling mode l is t he 
prediction t ha t in areas of asymmetric spreading the usua l depth- age 
r e lation would be violat ed . Trehu 's [1975] s t udy of the Sou th Pacific 
and Galapagos ridges shows t hat on both ridges the bathymetric 
asymme tries ar e in complete accord with magnetic asymme tries. This 
contradicts an asymmetric cooling model but ag r ees ,dth a ridge nigration 
model which predict s no anomalous the r ma l effec t s . 
The fin a l problem with t he asymme tri c cooling model is that it 
would requir e a symmetric and relatively unifor m distrih ution of "hot 
spots" on t he slower s i de in order to account for t he appa rent cons ist-
ency of t he direction of asymme try over lar ge segments of ri dges . Thus 
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Figure 2 . B. Thermal model of an asymmetrically spreading ridge 
[Sleep, 1975]. Temperatures are given in ·degrees Celsius. 
The fast spreading side is hotter at any distance from the 
ridge . If bathymetry i s controlled by thermal contraction 
[Sclater and Francheteau , 1970 ], the fast spreading side wo uld 
be sha llower, as observed on t he East Pacific Rise and Galapagos 
Ridge . 
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it seems unlikely that t he phenomena observed south of Australia are 
r epresentative of the general process of asymmetric spreading . 
Furthermore, t he structural a nd ba thymetric complexities of this 
area may indeed be due t o some local effects , btlt asymmetric cooling 
is probably not an adequate explanation . 
It is also Horth noting t hat the direc tion of asymmetry predicted 
by any mode l in which the rid ge a ttempts t o r emain above a source 
fixed in the mantle is the opposite of ,,>ha t a mig r a tion model 
predicts. Essentially , in such a model t he leading flank of the 
mi grating ridge would spread f as t e r so as to prevent the ridge from 
moving away from its previous location . Nos t of the data seem to sho,"" 
the reverse -- t he trailing flank spreads fastest. 
This model does not allO\\r for any prediction of asymmetries 
beyond about nine million years. Hany authors [Van Andel and lIeath , 
1970; Loomis and Nor gan , 1973 ; Kli t gord ~!!.!. . , 1975] have shown 
spreading rate changes betHeen the pres en t and that time . Presumably , 
by t he time of anomaly 5 , plate rates ~lere different enough t o make 
the calculation of absolute motion models difficult. There is als o 
the r elated difficulty that prior to tha t time hot spots may have had 
substantial relative motion [Nolnar and Atwater , 1973 ]. It is thus 
difficult to determine t he r e lation between older asymlnetries and 
rid ge migra t ion . 
Despite these difficulties, on a r egional or global scale, the 
directions of th e r ecent asymme tries seem we l l corre lated \.Jith the 
direction of ridge migrat i on . Furthe r tests of this theory can be 
made by examining large r and more homogeneous data sets of magnetic 
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anomalies. The present data are not adequate to demonstrate conclusively 
t hat t he effect proposed is real, though it is gene r ally consistent 
with the model . Additional data would also al l ow increased resolution 
of the local details of t he process of asymme tric spreading . 
CONCLUSION 
Ridge migr ation wi t h r espec t to t he mantle and asymmetric 
spreading appea r r elated . The direction of the observed asymmetry 
seems to be that predicted by considerations of r idge mechanics and 
"absolute" mo tion models . Although t his simple mode l does not 
completely desc r ibe the dynamics of the spreading process , it 
appears reasonable t o expect that more complex and accu rate models 
will a l so yield asymme t ric spreading ,.;lth a preferred di rect ion 
r esulting from ridge migr ation. Despite the noise in t he data and 
r andom local effects , observations show a definite tende ncy for the 
pla te trailing the migr a ting ridge t o sp r ead fas t er . 
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Chapt e r 3 
A MODEL FOR THE RELATION BETh'ZEN SPREADING RATE 
fu~D OBLIQUE SPREADING 
125 
ABSTRACT 
AtHater and Nacdonald [1977] have suggested that oblique spreading 
occurs at midocean ridges .. hich sp r ead slowly (half r ate less than 
3 cm/yr), wlli l e the spreading is perpendicula r at faster spreading 
r idges. This chapter explo r es t his r elation using t he ratio of the 
power dissipated at ridges to that on transform faul.ts to determine 
the mos t ener ge tically favo rable ridge- transform geometry . Simple 
models of a ri dge and a transfor m shm' t hat the minin:um ene r gy 
dissipation configuration is a function of t he spreading rate. The 
angl e of ohlique spreading (0) i s related t o t he sp r eading rate 
approximately by sin 0 ~ V- l . Thus oblique spreading is a natural 
r es ult of ri dge mechani cs and need not be produced by ex t e rnal f orces 
applied to t he r idge . 
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INTRODUCTIO" 
It is becoming inc r easinzly clear t hat midocean r idges often 
sp re ad such tha t r idge segments a rc no t exactly perpendi cul a r to their 
transform fau lt s . A "ell known example of this is t he FAHOUS a r ea --
al l three fractur e zones are aligned abou t 17° f r om t he perpend icular 
to t he ridge c rest (Figure 1.1) [Nacdona l d , 1977; Hacdonald and 
Luyendyk , 1977] . Similar effects had previously been noted on many 
of t he large North At l antic f r ac ture zones. Such featu r es a r e long 
e nough , and have enough topogr aph ic r el i ef , that t hey can often be well 
surveyed by surface ship obse rva tion s . Van Andel ~ al. [1971] , showed 
t ha t the Vema Fr acture Zone (lION, 43°\01 -- no t t o be confused \;i th the 
Indian Ocean ' s Vema Fracture Zone dis cussed in Part I, Chapte r 3) forms 
an angle of about 10° with t he ridge segments to the north and south . 
They sugges ted t ha t the mor phology of t he Ver.1a Fracture Zone ( a n ar rOl; 
trough with high walls) might be due t o secondary sp r eading , 
assoc iated wi th a r eo rientation of t he fr ac ture zone , induced by pas t 
changes in the direction of sp r eading along t he ridge. Eittreim and 
Ewing [1975 ] r eported a detailed seismic survey o f the a rea, showing 
faulting in t he sed iments filling t he fracture zone consis t e nt wi th 
active transform faultin g . Fracture zones further to the north 
[ Coll e tt e e~ al ., 1974] a r e a l so obliqu e t o t he spreading axis . 
Searle and Laugh ton [1977] conducted a su r vey usin g side-looking sonar 
of t he Kurchatov Fracture Zone (40.5 °"/) , and presented a detailed map 
( Fi gure 3.1) s h owing t ha t t he f r ac ture zone is quite oblique t o the 
ridge c r es t. Hacdonal d [1 977 ] sugges ted that such oblique sp r eading 
was s tab le on th e slO\; sp readin g Hid- Atlantic Ridge . 
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Figure 3.1. Side-looking sonar map of the Kurchatov Fracture Zone 
area [Searle and Laughton, 1977] . The heavy dashed lines 
represent the ridge axis . The transform fault is about 30° 
oblique; the half spreading rat e is about 1 em/year . 
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In contrast, fracture zones along the East Pacific Rise are 
almost exactly perpendicular to the rid ge crest [Lonsdale, 1977a , 
1977b] . Figure 3 .2 shows the Queb r ada and Gofar transforms in 
relation to t he East Pacific Rise . Both are almost perpe ndicular 
t o the adjacent ridge segments . Lonsdale [19771>] proposed that t his 
orthogonality was charac t erist i c of t he fast spreading Eas t Pacific 
Ri se . 
At,;ater and Nacdonald [ 1977] compiled da t a from a variety of 
spread i ng cente r s, and proposed a gene r a l r ela tion between spreading 
r ate and oblique spread ing . They sugges t ed that ob l ique s preading , 
with a ngles between 6 and 38° , occurs only on ridges with half 
spreading rate l ess than 3 cm/y r, while faste r sp r eading ridges 
spread in a direction perpendicular to the ridge axis . 
This chapter "'ill at t emp t to provide a simple physical model for 
t his phenomenon . This model a t temp ts t o have oblique spreading 
pr oduced purely by the dynamics of the ridge, without r equir i ng 
t he imposition of external forces on factor s such as changes in the 
direction of plate mo tions. 
Although the problem of a velocity dependence of oblique spreading 
has not been explicitly s tudied, a closely r elated problem has . 
Lachenbruch and Thompson [1972] explored the issue of why transform 
fault s and ridges were nearly orthogonal. They suggested t hat t he 
r idge-transform configuration was a minimUIil ene rgy state . The perpen-
dicular configuration ;:ould result f r om a situation in which the rate 
of energy dissipation per unit r id ge length was far grea t er t han that 
per transform len g t h . This stable configuration would be one which 
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Fi gure 3. 2 . Bathymetry of t he Eas t Pacific Ri se sout h of the triple 
junc tion. fro m Lonsdal e [l9 77 b J. The Queb r ada a nd Gofa r t ransfo rms 
a r e app r oxi ma t ely pe r pendicula r t o t he s p reading axis . The ha l f 
s preadi ng r a t e is 7.7 em/ year . ( No t e that the rid ge cres t is 
cha n ging s tri ke a c ross the survey a r ea . ) 
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minimized t he leng th of ridge segments . Lachenbruch [1973] and 
Froidevaux [1973] exp lored the energetics of such a process . 
To study the velocity dependence of such a process t he spreading 
rate is explicit ly included in models of bo th rid ges and transforms . 
The r idge model i s the con duit up\-lellin8 model introduced by Sleep 
[1969 1 and expanded by Lachenbruch [1973]. Transforms a re modeled 
either as stable s liding f aults or as viscous s l ip zones . The 
combination of conduit rid ge and shearing fault gives a r elation 
betHeen oblique spreading angle e and half spreading rate V of 
This crude mode l shows the general tre nd noted by 
AtHater and Hacdonald [ 1977] . 
RIDGE-TRA'lSFORN GEONETRY 
The essential argument used by Lachenbr uch and Thompson [1972 ] 
was t hat the ridge-t ransform sys t em would adjust to a minimum e nergy 
state . If the pm;er expended pe r unit ridge length is RR a n d that 
per unit transfo r m leng t h is RT , t he stable configurat ion (Figure 3.3) 
is one lolh ich minimizes t he t ota l power diss i pa t ed . This can be found 
by considering the line from A t o B, Hhich trends at an angle B to the 
normal to the spreading direction. If A and B are separated by a 
distance L along the spreading di r ec t ion , and a distance h perpendicular 
t o it, t he energy dissipated per unit ti me is 
E RR ( co:e ) + Rr(L- h tanG) . 
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The mini mum diss i pation so lution is exactly correct for the s l ow 
steady n~tion of a viscous , isothermal , incompressible fluid, an 
approximation used for slow flow with veloci ty boundary conditions and 
conservative body forces [ Batche l or , 1971] . In t h i s case minimum 
dissipation c an be derived either by uniqueness or from stability 
considerations using perturbation s "f the total kinetic energy 
[Glansdorff and Prigogine, 1971] . 
A more general form of the stability analysis can be derived using 
thermo dynamic effects as well as the energy dis s ipation . This stabili ty 
analysis gives the co rrect r esul t s for more complicated fluid problems , 
such as the onset of convect i on in the Rayleigh-Benard problem [Glansdorff 
and Prigogine , 19 71] . 
The limiting assumption of t he s tabili t y anal ysis is that smal l 
perturba tions of t he flow f r om eq uilibrium are being considered . In our 
model we are perturbing the geome try of the problem (the r i dge - transfo rm 
configuration) and looking for the minimum dissipation configuration . 
We assume, as did Lachenbruch and Thompson [1972], that this proceedure, 
while not fo r mally jus tified , wi ll a llow us to estimate t he cor r ec t 
sol ution . 
Thus, se tting the derivative with r espect to the oblique angle to 
zero, we find that 
sin e =RT/RR 
e 
( 
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Figure 3.3 . Definition of the angle of oblique spreading , 0, and 
trend angle, a. The oblique spreading is such that the 
total transform length decreases and the ridge length increas es 
r elative t o the perpendicular spreading configuration. The 
transform defines the spreading direction . 
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where (J is t he angle be t ween the ridge segment a nd the normal t o the 
transform fault. The usual near o rthogonality of ridges and transforms 
\"'as cited as evidence t hat RR i s gene rally ' much grea ter than Rr . It 
is assumed that 0 cannot exceed B, as this is clearly unfavo r able 
energe tically . Thus , the tre nd of t he ridge- transform sys t em imposes 
an u pper bo und on obliq ue spreading . The present sys t em of ridges 
and transforms apparently of t en has enough trend locally to allm. 
fo r some ob lique spreading . 
AtHater and ~lacdonald [19 77) noted tha t Hhen oblique sp r eading 
o ccurs , it ac t s t o red uce the. lenr, t h of transform and increase the 
l ength of ridge . This is consistent Hith the minimum energy i dea and 
suggests th a t for 1 01; spreadine rates the ratio of t ransfo r m ene r gy 
di ssipation t o ridge energy dissipation rises some~ .... hat. Th us ob lique 
spreading occurs only on s1m .... spreading ridges . 
This phenomenon can be c rudely desc ribed using simple models of 
a ridge and transform , which include t he e ff ect s of spreading r ate . 
The i de a is t o find the ratio 
sin (J 
such t hat m- n is less than zero , so th at the slm", rid ges spread 
obliquely and t he fas t ones spread perpe ndicula r ly . Figure 3.4 shm.s 
t he data of Atwater and Nacdonald [1977) (also listed in Table 3 . 1) 
and a number of possib l e models . These curves are drawn Hi t h t he 
FAHOUS data as a fixed poin t, since these are probably the best cjata . 
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Figure 3,1" Data of Atwate r and ~iacdona ld, shm"ing the a n g l e of 
oblique sp reading as a fu nc tion of h a lf spreading r a te. Also 
plotted are curves fo r three power law dependences of sin e on 
V. Al l curves are normalized t o the FAHOUS data . 
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Table 3. 1 
OBLIQt:E SPREADI:-IG AND SPREADI NG RATE 
[Atwate r and Macdonald, 1977] 
Location 
Ni d- Atlantic Ri dge : 
11 oN ( Vema Frac ture Zone) 
15°N 
30 0 N (Atlantis Fract ure Zone ) 
37°N (FAHOUS Ar ea) 
40 0 N ( Kurcha t ov Fracture Zone) 
52 °N (Charlie- Gibbs Frac ture Zone) 
Gulf of Aden : 
4SoE 
51 0 E (Alula-Fartak Fr acture Zone) 
Juan de Fuca Ri dge : 
44 °i~ (Blanco Fr ac t ure Zone) 
Gulf of Califo rnia : 
23°N (Tamayo Frac ture Zone) 
GalaI'ago s Sj2 r eadin g Centre 
( Panama Frac ture Zone) 
East Pacific Ri se : 
9°N (Siqueiros Fracture Zone ) 
3°S (Quebrada Fracture Zone) 
6 0 S northern 
southe rn 
North East Pacifi c : 
40 0 N (Hendocino Frac ture Zone) 
34°N (Hur r ay Fracture Zone) 
Angl e of 
Ob liqueness 
9° ± 1° 
7° ± S° 
6° ± 4° 
17° ± 3° 
38° ± S° 
35° ± SO 
16° ± 6° 
18° ± 7° 
11° ± 3° 
1° ± 3° 
2° ± 3° 
0° ± 4° 
0° ± 3° 
4° ± 4° 
4° ± 4° 
0° ± 2° 
_1 ° ± 3° 
Half s preading 
rate (cm/ yr- l ) 
1.5 
1. 5 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
3 
3 
6 
7.5 
7. 5 
7. 5 
3.7 
5.0 
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It is also t<ort!! noting (Figure 3.4) the l arge scatte r in the 
data at slow' spreading rates. This may be due, in part, to local 
variations in the angle B \vhich controls the rr.aximum oblique spreading 
allot"ed . He shall not at t empt to explicitly include this effect , due 
t o the small data set . 
Ridge models are far too crude, and t he data are t oo f r agmentary 
to make it reasonable to derive exact values for the RT/ RR ratio . 
It i s probably ,"orth"hile, though, to seek a model "i th an appropriate 
power lat; dependence on velocity . In this approximate sense any 
model tdth alb of orde r one and rn-m less than zero is acceptable. 
Clearly no such model is unique -- in a sense , it is sufficien t rather 
than necessary . 
TRANSFOlU-: FAULT NODELS 
This section presents t «o simple models of a transform f ault , 
t"hich show a dependence on the pot;er dissipated on the sp r eading rate. 
The sp r eading rate dependence differs between the two models , and 
their effects can he contrasted. 
First, consider th e transform as a fault shearing in a stable 
sliding mode . In t his case the sliding stress is assumed to be 
independent of velocity. Still, Figure 3 . 5 shot;s that the rat e of 
work done on the transform depends on the sp r eading rate. This is 
because the lithosphere tl,ickens as t he square · root of age 
h(x) 
and thus the transform area be t t.,een ty.'o r idge segments a distance .t 
( 
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Figu r e 3 . 5 . Schema t ic geometry o f a ridge- tra nsfor m f a ult sys t em . 
The ha t ched a rea i s t he zone of rela t i v e motion, whe re e ne r gy 
i s dissipa t ed . Thi s a rea inc reases as V decr eases . 
apart is 
A 
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Thus , for a sliding st ress of ' the pmver diss i pa t ed per unit length 
on t he fault is 
The pm.;er dissipated increases \vith spreading r a t e . 
An al t e rna t e Jr.odel [Froidevaux, 1973 ] i s one in "hich the 
transform is a viscous shear zone . I n t his case , for a shear zone of 
Hid th b , 
UaV 
£ 
812 
3b 
The pOl,e r has an addit i ona l fac tor of the spreading rate because the 
viscous str ess depends on the strain r a t e . 
h'e shall see la t e r t hat it is difficult to r econcile snch a 
high pm,er law dependence wi t h the observation that oblique spreading 
occurs on slm-1 sp reading ridges . The lowEr t he exponent, the easie r 
it wi ll be to obtain t his r esult . In addi tion, the stable sliding 
model is generally more consistent with hea t flo\" measur ements on 
f aul t s [ nrune e t a1 . , 1969 ] and seismic data [Kanamori and Anderson, 
1975 ; Burr and Solomon , 1978] Hhich show stress drops for transform 
f ault ea rthquakes which do not appear to depend on t he sp r eading rate. 
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RIDr.E NaDEL 
To ba l ance t he pmver di ssipated on t he transform, He must 
estimate the pOl,er dissipa t ed per unit r idge length in t he sprea,ding 
process . The model \.Je use i s one of t he simples t available , that of 
fluid r is i ng t h r ough a conduit. This type of model is extremely 
pm,e r f ul, as it correctly predicts ridge topogr aphy : c entral ri fts 
at low spreading r ates , and central peaks at high spreadi ng r ates 
[Lachenbruch , 1973; Sl eep and Rosen dahl, 1978 ] • 
Th e model we will use here is derived for t he case of two 
plates separating at co nstant veloc ity V , r esul ting in a sucti on 
-.,h i cl, caus es fluid t o upwell be t ween t hem . The condui t has wi d t h 
2a and height H, and i s fil l ed wi t h an incompressible New t on i an 
fluid of viscosity n and dens ity P . Jaeger [1962] shows that tile 
ver tical and horizontal components of velocity are 
\o/(x , z) 
The t HO dimen s i onal flow is symmetric about t he center axis and t he 
horizontal velocity does not depend on z . 
The ener gy dissipation r ate of t he system can be found di r ect l y 
RR = ! 6 i } ij dV = 2n f Ei/"ij dV 
Since t he fluit! i s incompress ihle , £ 
xx 
a H 
4nf f (£~z+ 
- a 0 
where 
- E and 
zz 
£2 )dz dx 
zx 
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and 
]V 
2a 3 (z-H)x 
Tile dissipation rate is tl1 en 
To use this result, it is necessary to estimate t he dependence 
of the conduit «idth, 2a, on spreading rate. Lachenbruch found that 
the topography "as best fit «ith a '" vl/3 . Higher pm,er dependences, 
such as VI y ielded too deep central rifts, «hile vo yields rift s for 
high spreading rate and peaks for 1m; r ates, the opposite of which 
is observed . For a '" Vl/3 , the highest powe r term in RR is RR'" V5/3 , 
«hile vl/2 yields a l eading term RR '" v3/2 . The precise value of this 
exponent is not crucial , as the model i s quite crude . Inclusion of 
anyone of a number of effec t s , any of which could justifiably be 
included, would change the exact value , as discussed later. The 
approximation RR '" \,3/ 2 will be used in the remainder of this discussion . 
DISCUSSION 
Using the stably sliding transform and ridge mode l defined 
previously, we find that 
sin 0 '\, 
This is the general trend sought earlier -- oblique spreading is 
favored on slow spreading ridges, while fast ridges are pendicular. 
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Certainly neither model nor data can resolve , for example , V-l from 
V- 1/ 2 o r V- 2 , but it i s satisfying t o have a simple mode l for the 
veloci t y de pendence of obliq ue sp r eading . Note that t he viscous sh ear 
zone transform (Rr " V3/2 ) makes it diffi cult t o obtain such a relation. 
An add itional item to check is that RT and F1: are of t he same 
order of magnitud e , o r else it "ould not be poss ible to attribute any 
signif icance t o t he veloci t y dependence in the exponent . Very roughly , 
usin g the estima t es 
n 1020 poise 
V = 1 cml y r 
Of 
C 
100 bars 
1/2 8 kml (m.y . ) 
p = 3 g/cm 3 
a = 1 km 
H = 3 km 
i = 10 km 
the pOlIer dissipated per unit length becomes RR " RT " 106 dyneslsec 
per cm ridge (or transfo rm) leng th . 
It is worth no ting that the simple transfo r m fault models g ive n 
previously predict a dependence o f transform fault r esistance on 
fault l eng t h . This will occur for any model in which r esis tance is 
proportional to f ault area. Th us, at cons tant sp r eading rate , th e 
obliquity would be p roportional to th e square r oot of transform 
l e n g th. This phenomenon does n o t in f a ct s eem to occur, a s was noted 
by Atwater and :'Iacd ona l d [197 7] in t heir discussion of minimum energy 
arg uments. For example, on t he North At lantic ridge the 330 km 
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Vema Fracture Zone is about 9° oblique, Hh ile the short (20 km) 
fractu r e zones in the FM!OUS a rea are about 17° oblique, and the 
280 km Gibbs Fracture Zone is about 35 ° oblique . Thus , in Figure 
3.2, transfo r ms of diffe r en t lengths a r c on t he same graph . 
One possible expl anat i on for t his disc r epancy may be t ha t the 
thickness of t he zone of shearing neve r exceeds a ce rtain maxi mum 
t hickness . Thus the pO\,er dissipated per unit transform length 
would no t incr ease \-lith transfor m leng t h above a critical length. 
This effect could be easily included in thes e calculations . If the 
gene r a l r e lation between sp r eading rate and obl ique sp r eading is 
borne out by additional data it may be possible to res olve s uch 
ef fect s . 
The detailed mechanics of t he r idge are extremely complicated , 
including t empera ture , viscosi t y and mechani ca l effects, and are not 
amenable t o this t ype of simple model. Only sophis ticated numerical 
models can at t empt t o include t hese e ff ects [Sleep a nd Rose ndah l, 
1978]. The s i mple analytic model presented here, t hough, does indicate 
the general behavior to expect . It i s also Horth not ing that the 
other common analytic rid ge model , t hat of flow in a wedge [Bat chelor, 
1970 ; Skilbeck, 1975 ] would predict simil a r effec t s. The dissipation 
would go approxi mately as V2a 2 (see equations A- 4 of Stein e t a1. , 
-5/2 [1977]), and t hus t he ratio RT/RR '" V . Neither analytic model 
is really sui t able for ob t a ining detailed r esoluti on . The wedge 
solution predicts t he wr ong t opography (deep rifts) a t high spreading 
r ates unless t he viscosity of t he upwel ling mate r ial at fast r idges 
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is much lo"er than at slOl; ridges [Skilbeck, 1975]. The conduit solu-
tion encounters difficulties a t rates g reater t han about 3 cm/yr , as the 
region of up"elling broadens rapidly a nd cannot be '.ell n'odeled as 
a conduit [Sleep and Rosendahl , 1978 ] . 
~' [odels like this one, which are based on minimum energy principles, 
are often used in studying slow viscous flO'., systems [Batche lor, 
1970] . They are useful in identifying t he state to ,-,hich a system 
'''ill evolve, bu t provide no informa tion on the actual mechanics . 
For sllch a problem, again , numerical methods are requi red. Fuj ita 
and Sleep [197 8 ] ( Figure 3 . 5) have examined the stress field of a 
ridge-transform system and shown t hat the stress system near the 
ridge-transform corners is signi ficantly distorted. This is 
especially true in t he presence of an oblique external s tress field. 
Such considerations may control the geome try of intrusion at the 
ridge, and presumably control the mechanical evolution of an oblique 
spr eading sys tem and other similar nonorthogonal ridge-transform 
geomet r ies [lIey , 1977; Henard , 1978; ,-,enard and At <later, 1968; 
Shih and '-"olnar , 1975] . 
CONCLUSIO:; 
Using simple mechanical models of a ridge and trans form fault, the 
ratio of pO'.,e r dissipate d per unit leng th can b e shOlm to depend on 
spreading rat e . -1 This ratio is app roximately proportional to V . 
Oblique spreading on slow spreading rid ges is then favor e d on energy 
g rounds, with sin 0'" V-I . This is in general accord l..,ith observations 
of oblique sp r eading . 
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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Following t he observation of split peaks with varying amplitudes 
in the free oscillation spectra of the 1960 Chilean earthquake [by 
Ness ~~., 1961 and Benioff ~~., 1961], Pekeris ~ al . . [1961] and 
Backus and Gilbert [1961] showed that the splitting could be explained 
by the earth's rotation. The 2i+l singlets in the multiplet of angular 
order i are split such that each one has a distinct eigenf requency, 
amplitude and phase. The individual singlets are also broadened by 
attenuation. Thus the splitting is observahle only for low angular 
order (long period) multiplets fo r which the frequency separation due 
to spli tting of the singlets is greater than the spectral line broadening 
due to attenuation . The combined effects of splitting and peak 
broadening due to attenuat ion pose subs tantial difficulty for Q 
measurements . 
Conventional attenuation measurement t echniques consider a single 
damped harmonic oscillator . In t his case at tenuation can be easily 
measured in either the time or the frequency domain . In the time domain 
.the amplitude is given by 
and Q can be found directly form the ratio of the amplitudes at two 
different times . Equivalen tly, Q can be deter mined from the shape of 
the spectral peak. This Lorentzian , or resonance curve, for a lightly 
damped system has a Hidth />'w when its amplitude reaches half of the 
maximum value. Q can then be found using 
Q = w//>'w . 
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Unfortunately , the situation becomes mo r e complicated ,.,hen t t.;Q 
oscillators "ith simila r frequencies interfere . Their spect r al peaks 
overlap, making it diff i cult t o measure Q from t he peak width. In t he 
time domain, t he t"o oscilla tors beat, producing a complicated 
inte rference pattern whose amplitude rises and falls with time . 
Att enuation, if present, is superimposed on the beat pa ttern. It is 
t hus not possible t o measur e Q using the ampli t ude of the bea t pattern 
as a function of time , without knm<ing t he al!'plitude and phase of the 
individual oscilla tors . 
To see this , consider t he beating of t wo oscillators with the 
same Q 
A( ) ( "'1) e - Ult/2Q ( ) - w2t / 2Q t = cos wIt + ~ + cos w2 t + $2 e 
This is app r oximately equal t o 
A(t) = 2 cos [(WI + w2 )t + (h + <P2 ~ 2 . 
cos [(WI - w2)t + (h - ¢Z~ e-wt / 2Q x 
2 
provided t hat wI and w2 are close enough that their average (Iii) can 
be used in the exponential. Q cannot be measured directly from t he 
t ime series, as t he ampli tude is controlled by the beating. The net 
amplitude sometimes increases wi th time , in contrast t o the pure decaying 
oscil lator. 
The real situation is far mo r e complicated . Rather t han t wo 
oscillators, we have 21+1 (five f or OS2 )' each with t heir o,;n eigen-
fr eq uency, phase and amplitude . It i s not possible t o derive a simple 
expression for t his inte rfe r ence , either in t he t ime or frequency 
domains which wi ll i solat e the t e rms involving Q. Thus, to measur e Q, 
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it is necessary to know the amplitude and phase of each singlet, and 
to combine them to form a time series including the interference effects. 
The follm,ing chapter del!lonstrates such a method. It is based on 
the results of Stein and Geller [1977) for the theoretical amplitude and 
phase of the singlets excited by an earthquake source of knmm fault 
geometry. These results are illustrated in Figure 1.1, from Geller 
and Stein [1977). The figure shows the spectra of the spheroidal 
multiple t s OS2 and 053 excited by the Chilean earthquake , as observed 
on a strainmeter (striking 38 .4°\01 of N) at Isabella, California . 
Dahlen's [1968] splitting parameters are used to identify the azimuthal 
order numbers of the peaks in Figure 1.1 and the center frequency is 
adjusted to give the best fit. The singlet pair ,;ith m = ±l has much 
larger amplitudes than the rest of the OS2 multiplet and, similarly, 
osj2 stands out from its multiplet . (The r esul t s of a later analysis 
by Smith [1961) of the spectrum differed some,;hat but did not alter the 
+1 +2 basic conclusion that OS2 and OS3 had much larger amplitudes than 
the other singlets of their multiple t s .) 
As well as the observed spec tra, synthetic relative spectral 
amplitudes coreputed for the finite fault geometry determined by Kanamori 
and Cipar [1974) from long period surface ,;ave studies (p = 350°, 
A = 90°, 0 = 10°, as = 128°, ~s 286.5°, L = 800 km, VR = 3.5 km/sec) 
and including a precursory slip tp = 900 sec and TO 300 sec) inferred 
from a tiree domain observation [Kanamori and Cipar, 1974) are shmm. 
Relative spectra for an isotropic point source, a model ':olhich was used 
by Pekeris et~. [1961] for the Chilean earthquake, are also shmm . For 
both sources the spectral amplitudes do not depend on the precise frequency 
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DOUBLE COUPLE ISOTROPIC SOURCE 
Spli t spher oidal mode spec t ra for OS (top ) and OS3 
(bott om) exci t ed by the Chilean eart f,quake , as obs e rved 
on a s trainme t er a t I sabella, Cal iforni a . The ve r t i cal 
scal e of t he obse r ved eigenfrequency separ a t ion i s t aken 
from Dahlen [1968 ], bu t t he cen tral frequency has been 
chosen to y ield a best fit \·lith t he observed peaks . 
Syntheti c rela t ive spectra for a n i sotropic s ource and f or 
the f ini t e fault geometry of Kanamor i and Cipar [19 74] are 
given f or each mode . The ampli tudes a r e no r malized and 
plo tted with r egular spacing. 
a 
Figure 1.2. 
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T=53.8 min, 
50 
Q=400 
DATA 
SYNTHETIC 
WITHOUT SPLITTING 
I I 
hr 100 150 
Data and s ynthetics for OS2 ' The t op trace is filtered 
data from t he high-passed Isabella · strain record of the 
Chilean earthquake . The middle trace is the synthetic 
seis mogram , including the effects of splitting , and the 
bottom trace i s the synthetic without splitting . Both 
synthetics are computed using the same Q. The 
synthetics were tapered and filtered in the same way 
as the data. 
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T=35.6 min, Q=500 
DATA 
SYNTHETIC 
WITHOUT SPLITTING 
I~~-L~ __ L-~I~L-~-L~ __ ~I __ L-~-L~~I 
o 50 hr 100 150 
Figure 1.3. Data and synthetics for OS3 ' Details are as in Figur e 
1.2. Note t hat the maximum trace amplitude occurs eighty 
hours into t he r eco rd. 
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separation, so for convenience t he theo r e tical amplitudes are pl otted 
with r egular spacing , although the ac tual spacing i s some"ha t asymme tric, 
The amplitudes of t he split modes are symmet r ic for a point source; 
interference effects may cause a slight asymmetry for a finite source . 
However, in this case t he finiteness has only a negligible effec t on 
t he relative spectral amplitudes. 
This makes it possible to describe the complex time series r esul t i ng 
from the interference of t he singlets . Figure 1.2 shows the observed 
time series for t he 052 multiplet , and t he synthetic time series predicted 
from the spectral amplitudes shown in Figur e 2.1. The gene r al envelope 
shape of these modes match t he data quite "ell. No t e the large peak a t 
35 hours for 052 (Figure 1.2) and the peak at 80 hours for 053 (Figure 1.3). 
The nodal times of t he data and s ynthetics a lso ag r ee quite well. It 
is the refo r e possible t o es t imate Q despite t he interference. Similar 
results for 053 are shown in Fi gure 1 . 3 . 
The follot, ing chapter applies this technique to the t "o bes t avai l able 
data sets -- t he I sabella strain me t e r r e cord of the 1960 Chilean earth -
quake and the UCLA gravity meter record of the 1964 Alaskan earthquake. 
The Qs of the lowes t order spheroidal (052' 053' 054' 055) and torsional 
(OT3 , OT4) are estimated . In addition, the long ·(500 hour) UCLA gr avity 
meter record is used t o estimate t he Q of t he l ongest period r adial mode 
(050) . These measu r emen t s are compared to previously obtained values. 
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Chapter 2 
ATTENUATION STUDIES US I NG SPLIT NORHAL NODES 
FOR THE 1960 CHILEAN Ai'm 1964 ALASKAN EARTHQUAKES 
INTRODUCTIO:-l 
Neasuremen t s of attenuation were among the earliest a nalyses 
conducted on t he normal mode data for the 1960 Chilean earthquake . The 
primary focus of interest '<as on the longes t period modes with periods 
of grea ter than t wenty minutes. Benioff e t al . [1961] used spectral 
widths to measur e the Q of OS3 from the Is abella record. Alsop et al . 
[1 961b ] used a ti",e decay method to find the Qs of the low order spheroidal 
modes, and Ness ~ al. [1961 ] estimated t he Q of 050. Similar analys es 
we r e conducted on t he data from t he 1964 Alaskan earthquake . Smith 
[1972] summarized all long period Q results t o tha t data , includi ng 
t hose of Slichter [196 7]. 
Additional studies of long period Q have recen t ly been conducted 
[Sailor and Dziewonski , 1978 ; Buland and Gilbert, 1978]. This renewed 
interest is motivated by the need to correct earth models for the effects 
of physical dispersion caused by anelasticity [Akopyan e t al., 1975, 1976 ; 
Liu ~ al ., 1976], and a desire t o derive models of the Q s truct ure of 
the earth . 
Difficulties introduced in meas uring the Q of spl it modes were 
noted by Alsop et 2.!.. [196la], who found that spectral peaks in two time 
intervals failed to decrease with time according to any simple law. 
In a later paper [Alsop e t al., 1961b] they proposed conditions under 
which Q mip.ht successfully be measur ed, despite t he spl itting . The time 
domain Q measur ement technique used in th is chap t e r is valid wi thout any 
such limiting assumptions. 
This chapter reviews the method used to synthesize split normal 
modes for Q estimation . This method is then applied t o th e Isabella 
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strain meter record of the 1960 Chilean earthquake, and the UCLA gravity 
meter record of t he 1964 Alaskan earthquake. The Q values obtained for 
compared to previ ously published values. In addition, the Q of the 
unsplit fundamental radial mode (OSO) is measured and compared to 
previous results . 
THEORETICAL SPLIT NODE AI1PLITUDES 
This section summarizes the theoretical results [Stein and Geller, 
1977] wh ich allow us to synthesize the split normal mode amplitudes 
excited by a realistic model of an earthquake source : a double couple 
of arbitrary orientation resulting fro~ slip on a f ault plane . The full 
deriva t ion s are gi ven by Stein and Ge ller [1977] and will not be r epeated 
here. 
The solution for t he amplitudes of split modes is obtained by 
t ransforming the spherical harmonic expansion of the exc i t ation from the 
frame of r e ference of the source into geographic coordinates. The 
singlet amplitudes are written so t hat there are separate factors for 
source location (latitude and longitude), source depth, fault geome try 
(strike, dip and sl i p direction), receiver location and the normalized 
energy of each mode . 
For the spheroidal modes and for a step function dislocation with 
unit moment, the displacement, summing over mode-:;;; \-l ith angular orde r 
i and azimuthal order m, is given to zeroeth order by 
~ ~ 
US(r,t) = 
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where Wn is the eigenfrequency of the mode. The overtone number, n, 
,.m 
will be suppressed for convenience t h roughout this section. Q is 
assumed constant for the entire multiplet. 
The displacement spectral density of the Im-th mode is 
Eim(r) = Dim [yy(r) sim (e,~) + y;(r) sim (e,~j 
where yi(r) and yj(r) are the vertical and radial displacement eigen-
functions defined by Alterman et~. [1959] and implicitly depend on 
1. e and $ are the colatitude and longitude in geographic coordinates. 
Dahlen [1968 ] sho"s that "hen rotation and ellipticity are the only 
perturbations , the surficial eigenfunctions are, correct to zeroeth 
order, the vector spherical harmonics in geog raphic coordinates, 
-+1 +? 
51 and 5-m: m 1 
1 ilY1m(e,$») 
sin 9 0$ 
and 
Y. (e,~) = (_l)rn Y* (9,$) . 
~m R,- rn (m < 0). 
Here the associa t ed Legendre polynomials are defined as 
P~(x) P 1 (x) 
and 
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r.{x) = _l_L {x2 _ l)i 
'- 2ii! dx i 
The eigenfunctions are the vector spherical harmonics in the 
geographic coordinates (about the north pole), since we mode l t he earth 
as being spherically symmetric . The only perturbations in the prohlem, 
rotation and ellipticity, are both symmetric about the rotation axis. 
To find t he displacements, we need the exci tation coefficients Dim for 
these vector spherical harmonics. These can be obtained from t he 
excitation coefficients used for a nonrotating ear.th, which are computed 
in a frame of reference centered on t he earthquake source (Figure 2.1). 
This has been done by Saito [1967]. 
To transform the excitation coefficients from t he source coordinates 
to the geographic coordinates \"e make use of t he rotation matrix elements 
[Brink and Satchler, 1968) "hich trans form spherical harmonics from 
one coordinate frame to another. Since the excitation coefficients can 
be r egarded as the components of a vector whose bases are the vector 
spherical harmonics , they, t oo , can be transformed from one frame t o the 
other. 
The rotation matrix elemen t s are defined as 
where (summing over all values of t fo r which the factorials are non-
negative), 
x 
d~{S) L (-l)t [(Hm)! (i-m)! t!{i+m-t)! 
t 
(i+k)! (i-k)! ]1/2 
(i-k-t)! (t+k-m)! 
[sin {S/2)2t+k-m [cos {S/2)]2i+m-k-2t 
The argument of the se functions is the set of Euler angles R (a, B,y) 
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1\ X I 
n 3 
~ 
~~~~~~--------~----~. 
8 
Figure 2 . 1. 
fAI/LT PLANE 
L 
Nor th 
Fault representation of Kanamori and Cipar (s lightly 
modified). v is the slip vector, and gives the displacement 
of t he hanging wall block . fi i s the normal to the fault plane, 
and L points north. The strike p is measured counterclockwise 
from L. The dip angle 0 is measured from the negative 
Xi axis, and the slip angle A is measured in the fau l t plane 
counterclockwise from Xi. 
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that rotate the geographic coordinate system into t he source coordinates. 
As shm'Tn in Figure 2. 2 , these angles are 
a CPs 
Y=1T+P 
where as and CPs are the epicentral coordinates and p is the fault strike, 
measured counterclockwise from north . I,e describe all quantities in the 
source coordinates by primes (Xi, Dim) and their counterparts in the 
geographic coordinates without primes (Xi, Dtm). 
The excitation coefficients transform from t he source frame to the 
geographic frame as 
The summation ranges over -2 to 2, since for a point double couple only 
terms Dim with Iml ~ 2 are excited. Once the excitation is transformed 
to the geographic coordinates, all the terms from - t to i are excited. 
For such a source, with unit moment and a step function ti~e histo ry, 
the source frame excitation coefficients can be expressed as 
The C1m are normalization constants 
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Nor th Pole 
X3 Euler angles 
I 
Str ike XI 
XI 
Greenwich 
I 
X3 Source 
I 
~---+X 
............. I 2 
~oC/ ............... J 
North Po le 
X3 
Strike X; I 
X3 Source 
X' 
2 
North Pole 
Source 
X' 3 
X~ 
2 
X· 
I 
XI I Str ike 
X I ~_-:?"-:-/--X;" 
2 
X" I 
ex: = CPs 
about X3 
f3 = Bs 
about X; 
y==rr+p 
about X~ 
igure -2. 2 . Euler angles which r o t a t e geographic (Xl ' X2 ' X3) axes i nto 
s ource (Xi , xi, Xj ) axes. Al l r otations are r ight handed . 
The line L p01nts north in t he Xi - Xz plane. 
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C im 
[ (£-tm)! ] 1/2 
( i -m) ! (-1) 
m fo r m > 0 
and 
Cim = C i-m 
(_l)m for m < O. 
The fault geome try defines t he Jactors qrn' the radia tion pattern 
coefficient s, 
qo = 1/2 sin A sin 6 cos 6 
ql 1/4 (-cos A cos 6 + i sin A cos 26) 
q2 = 1/4 (-sin A cos 6 sin 6 - i cos A sin 6) . 
Here 6 is the f ault dip angle and A is t he slip angle, measur ed counter-
clockwise from the s trike as shmm in Figure 2 .1. 
The source amplitude factors, KO' Kl and K2 were def ined by 
Kanamori and Cipar [1974 ] t o simplify the results of Saito [1967] . 
Ko = ( 2i + 1 ) ( 2 (3As + 2~S) ) 4~ wt(r~ + L2I~)rs As + 2~s 
( S rs S L 2 S ) x Yl (r s ) - 3\ + 2 Y2(rs ) - -Z Y3(rs ) ~s 
S 
K = 2i + 1 Y4(rs ) 
1 2 S L2 r S 4n wi (r l + 2 ~s 
2i + 1 y~(rs) 
K2 . 
w2 (IS + L2I S) 4 ~ i 1 2 r s 
As and ~s are t he values of t he elastic moduli at the source depth, r s ' 
and y.( r ) are the value s of t he ei genfunctions . 
~ s 
S S II and 12 a r e energy 
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integrals defined by Saito , w£ is the unpertu r bed eigenfr equency , and 
A similar analysis may be performed fo r an isotropic (purely 
explosive o r compressional) source . Fo r such a sourc e, wi t h step 
func tion tiwe history and a unit moment (for each of t he three dipoles) , 
the only nonzero sourc e frame exci tation coefficient is the m = 0 term 
(which yields an isotropic radiation patte rn). Thus 
n' = K' C WOW 
where the source amplitude facto r KO is adap t e d from Takeuchi and Sai to 
[ 1972] 
K' o r 
s 
Similarly, the torsional mode displacements r esult ing from a double 
couple poin t source with step functi o n source time h is t o r y are given by 
Here 
and 
.... 
T£m(e, CP ) is t he complex vector spherical harmon i c 
.... 
=(0' .1 aY£m(e,cp) aY£m(e,<p) ) . T£m(e,cj» a¢ , - ae Sln e 
\oIhere 
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For t he torsional modes t he geographical frame ampli tudes are 
AR.m 
A' 
n 
A' 
R.O 
A' 
R.- l 
= 0 
The radiation pattern terms are 
Pl = 1/4 (-sin A cos 20 - i cos A coso) 
and 
P2 = 1/4 (-cos A sin 0 + i sin A sin 0 coso) 
and the source amplitude factors defined by Kanamori and Cipar for 
the degenerate excitation problem are 
Since the Chilean earthquake spectrum "as obse rved on a strain 
meter, we compute the horizontal st r ain components 
eee 
r ae r 
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1 au 4> U e 
-----;-_;:_ -- + - cot e 
r sin e aop r 
e =.! f.: aucp 
eop 2 L~ ae 
U cot e 1 aU J 
<P r + -r-s"7i -n----=-e iT-J 
The strains are given in geographic coordinates, so t he strain in a 
strai n rod of arbitrary orienta tion is 
2 2 
e
rod = eee cos y + 2ee q, cos y s in y + eq,q, sin y 
,·!here y i s the strain rod orientation measur e d countercloclcl;ol ise from 
north. 
DATA 
The t lJO da ta se ts mos t suitable for measuring the a ttenuat ion of 
the l onges t period modes are the Isabella strain meter r ecord of the 1960 
Chilean earthquake , and the UCLA gravity meter record of the 1964 
Alaskan ear t hquake . Although neither instrument was ideal for these 
purposes, the two ear thquakes were large enough to generate acceptable 
r ecords fo r long enough time periods (several hundred hours). Even 
so, t he signal-to-noise ratios for t he low order modes are low, and 
limit the pos sible data analysis substantially . Here, then, techniques 
are demonstrated which will be far more effec tive when data from the 
new long period I DA network become available fo r lar ge eart hquakes. 
The Caltech s trainmeter at Lake I sabella , California [Benioff, 1959, 
1960 ] provides the longest ultra long period record of the Chilean earth-
quake . This r ecord was used hy Benioff ~~. [1961 ] and Smith [1 961 ] i n 
thei r classic studies which yielded the f i r st spectra showing the l onges t 
period modes. Figure 2 . 3 shows f ive hundred hours of the s train record, 
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NETWORK STRAIN 
TIDES REMOVED 
o HOURS 
Figure 2 . 3 . Isabella s t rain r ecord of t he Chilean ear t hquake ( t op trace) 
and t he high- passed r ecord with tides removed (bottom trace ). 
The origin time of this fi gure and all Chile o t he r s , is 1911 
hour s , 22 Nay 1960, t he origin t ime of the main shock . The 
digitized record (top ) begins 289 min later, and 0000 hours , 
23 Nay . The hi gh- passed r ecord (hottom) s t ar t s another six 
hour s later. 
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which «as filtered electronically prior t o r ecording to reduce the tida l 
amplitudes. The record (top) was processed to r emove tide s by t wice 
subtracting three hour running aver ages . The r esul ting r ecor d (bottom) 
was t hen t apered at both ends for spec tral analysis . 
The amplitude and phase spectra are shown in Figure 2 .4. 
Frequencies are given in cycles per minutes, and some of the modes are 
identified . Hodes appear as peaks in the amplitude spectra , and as 
"white tl areas in t he phase spectrum. (Th i s is because of the n phase 
shif t across a resonance peak [Narion, 1970 ]. The phase i s incohe r ent 
except near a well developed peak, yield ing the dark a reas on t he plot, 
and coherent across a wel l developed peak . ) Thi s can be seen bes t for 
"clean" peaks, for example 0512 (.12 cpm). Noisie r and more j agged 
peaks , for example 052' do not stand out as well in t he phase spec trum. 
(Each singlet should ideally have its own r esonance curve, wh i ch interferes 
unless the singlets are well separated.) The poor quality of the longest 
period peaks proved a limiting factor i n the late r ana lysis. Some 
modes (e. g ., 050) are barely resolvab le on this record, but can be 
resolved on the UCLA gravity r ecord . Torsional modes are generally 
indi s tinct. 
The tapered spectrum was filtered to isolate individual mul tiple ts, 
as shown in t he follm<ing set of figures . The filter windows used in 
the analys is a re listed in Table 2.1. The filtered data show the 
characteris t ic beating patterns r esulting from singlet inte rfe r ence. 
The vertical scale on each fi gure gives t he trace amp litude in 
digital units. The one unit level can usually be r egarded as a nominal 
noise level. As discussed later, in some cases the true noi se level 
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Table 2.1 
FILTER PA55Bfu~D5 
Node Nin. Frequency (cpm) Hax. Frequency (cpm) 
052 0 . 01750 0.01950 
OS3 0.02726 0.02882 
054 0.03821 0.03935 
OS5 0 . 04986 0 .05070 
OT3 0.03481 0.03566 
OT4 0 . 04565 0.04640 
OSO 0.04830 0.04950 
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appears to be higher. Some modes remain above the noise level for 
extended periods of t ime . In contrast, some modes, such as OT) 
(Figure 2.9) and OT4 (Figur e 2 .10) are barely above the noIse level 
initially and soon decay below it . 
The Im.er portions of each figure shm. t he Hilbert transform 
envelopes of t he time ser ies . These have the information needed for 
st udying the beat pat t erns and their time decay, and are much easier 
t o store and manipulate than the entire time series. He use these in 
t he later analysis . 
The second data set used here is t he UCLA gravity meter r ecord 
of the 1964 Alaskan earthquake [Slichter, 1967}. This is a La Coste -
Romberg tidal gravimeter, whose output was punched directly onto cards 
[Ness ~ a1. , 1961}. 1\/0 such meters were operating in 1964, one of 
which (meter 7) yielded data far inferior to the other (meter 4). Only 
the meter 4 record is used in the later analysis. 
The raw r ecord (Figure 2.11) con tains a number of large amplitude 
glitches which have pe r iods of tens of minutes. As this could 
significantly bias the long period modes, these glitches were r emoved. 
Wiggins and ~Iiller [1972} used a predic t ion error operator to isolate 
and remove glitches . I'e fit a straight line across the affected a r eas 
(Figure 2 . 11, bottom), which yielded acceptable results . 
The effects of deglitching are shm"" in Figure 2 .12 , >,hich shm,s 
t he amplitude and phase spec tra before deglitching . The amplitude and 
phase spectra after deglitching are given in Figure 2 .13. 
Filtered time series and envelopes (Figures 2 . 14- 2 .17) were obtained 
for the four spheroidal modes, using the same filter windows as for 
179 
t 
ALASKAN EARTHOUAK E UClA METER 4 
UNDEGUTCHED 
DEGUTCHEO 
Figure 2 .11. UCLA gravity (meter 4) record of the Alaskan earthquake 
(top) . The origin time of this figure, and all other 
Alaska ones , is 0336 hours, 28 1·larch 1964, the origin 
time of the main shock. The digitized record begins 256 
minutes later. The middle trace shows the large glitches 
present after tide removal, t he lowe r trace shows the 
final deglitched record. 
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the Chile data (Table 2.1). In addition, the fundamental radial mode, 
OSO' which was well recorded here (in contrast to t he Chile record) is 
shmm in Figure 2.18. 
ANALYSIS 
To analyze these data, synthetic sei smograms for each multiplet 
were generated using t he method previously described. These were then 
compared to t he data to provide an estimate of Q. 
The synthetics were calculated, for the appropriate source mechanism, 
without including the effects of attenuation. A range of different 
Q values wer e then applied to t he "Q-1ess" synthe tics , and the res,:, lting 
time series were then tapered and filtered in the same way as the data. 
The eigenfrequency of each singlet is computed using Anderson and 
Hart's [1976] values for the unperturbed eigenfrequencies and Dahlen's 
[1968] rotational splitting parameters. TIle elliptical splitting 
parameters are not us ed, due to the difficulties involved in previous 
calculations of these parameters [Iolo odhouse , 1976] . Dahlen [ personal 
communication1 states that more accurate recent computations show that 
the spheroidal mode elliptical sp litting parameters may be neglected 
for our purposes. Accurate values have not yet been published for the 
elliptical spli tting or torsional modes, or for splitting due to l ateral 
heterogeneities. 
The Hilbert transform envelopes of bo th data and synthetics were 
smoothed with running averages, for ease of comparison. This is necessary 
since as time progresses t he general decay of data and synthetics a r e 
similar but individual beats are not we ll in phase. 
188 
For the Chilean synthetics , we use the source mechanism determined 
by Kanamori and Cipar [1974] from long period surface waves. The 
rupture was initiated at 38°5, 286.5°E and propagated at 3.5 km/sec 
t o 46°5, 286 . 5°E, on a fault plane dipping 10° east and striking N 
10°E. (I"e approximate th e finite source by five point sources at a 
depth of 55 km .) The slip angle is 90°, a pure thrust motion. We are 
also including a precursory slip [Kanamori and Cipar, 1974; Kanamori 
and Anderson , 1975] at 41.5°5, 285.7°E <lith a r ise time of 5 min starting 
15 min before the main shock, and with a moment equal to that of the 
main shock . 
For t he Alaskan synthetics, the fault parameters used are those 
(p = 114°, A = 90°, <I = 20°, as = 29 . 9, ~s = 212.4°, L = 500 Ian, VR = 
3 . 5 km/sec) determined by Kanamori [1 970]. 
All the figures show the smoothed Hilbert transforms of the data 
and synthetics, for six values of Q: 300, 400, 500, 600, 750, 1000 . 
When necessar y , Qs of 1250 and 1500 were added. The Chilean r esults 
for 052 - 055' OT3 and OT4 are presented first (Figures 2.19- 2.24). 
The noise levels marked on each plot are assigned somewhat 
subjectively . The h ighes t noise level, four digital units for 052' 
seems appropriate in that the signal amplitude stabilizes at about this 
level. This is consistent wi t h th e fact tha t the noise level for the 
052 multiplet (see the spectrum , Figure 2 . 4) seems higher than for the 
other modes. For the other Isabella r ecords, the noise level is assumed 
to be the nominal one digital unit noise level. The smoothing intervals 
were also chosen empirically, to smooth out major irregularities and 
noise bursts in the data . 
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Q is measured (estimated) by comparing the smoothed data to the 
smoothed synthetic curves, which bracket the da t a. The best-fitting 
Q is that obtained by using the maximum record length before the noise 
level is reached . These best fitting Qs are t abulated in Table 2.3, along 
with those obtained by previous investigations. 
This procedure works well for modes with adequate signal levels; 
in t his case, the four Chile spheroidal mode records. The results are 
much less satisfactor; for t he torsional modes (Figures 2.23 and 2.24). 
This i s hardly surprising as the torsional mode peaks in the spectrum 
(Figure 2 . 4) are almost undetectable . 
Figu r es 2.25- 2.28 show t he four corresponding spheroidal modes from 
the UCLA gravity record for the Alaskan earthquake . In general, the 
signal l eve l is adequate and the noise level is cons idered to be one 
digital unit. The r esulting Qs are also listed in Table 2.3. 
The fundamental radial mode, OSO was well recorded on the UCLA 
gravity ~eter (see the spectrum, Figures 2 . 5 and 2 . 6) . Radial modes 
which have uniform displacement at any place on the earth's surface, 
are not subject t o splitting. In this case the mode should decay as 
a pure damped harmonic oscillator . In such case, Q can be estimated by 
fitting a straight least-squares line to the logarithm of the amplitude. 
The UCLA Alaskan earthquake r ecord has been t he only record suitable 
for analysis of OSO. (The Chilean record, Figure 2.4, shows a much 
poorer peak for this mode, and yields unacceptable r esul ts.) Surprisingly 
a variety of authors have analyzed this record and ob tained widely 
divergent Q values. Slichter [1967] r eported a Q of 13000 ± 2000. 
Sailor and Dziewonsk i [1978 ] found a much Im.,er value, 5663, by taking 
ALASKA UCLA GRAVITY 
100 HOUR AVERAGE Q·I~ 
~ HOUR AVERAGE Q -13000 
~ HOI..f!' AVERAGE 0-12000 
200 
.5. 
..... 1.-
-
, 
'- .. - ..  
---
---
- _ ---_ 0-7470 
---
--
--
Figure 2.29. Least squares line fit to the logarithm of t he amplitude 
of OSO' for t h ree different running average windows. 
The exact values of Q for each fit are given in Table 
2.2. The Q values of Buland and Gilbert (7470) and 
Sailor and Dziewonski (5650) are also indicated. 
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Table 2.2 
Q OF OSO FRml LEAST SQUARES AS A FUNCTION 
OF SMOOTHING WINDOl, LENGTH 
Window length 
(hours) Q 
100 15642 ± 152 
50 13009 ± 108 
25 12047 ± 112 
10 13808 ± 175 
5 14767 ± 208 
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the spectral energy in 13 six-day windolJs (each offset by one day) and 
fitting a least squares line to t he spectral values . Bu1and and Gilbert 
[197 8 ] used a method involving t he spectral peak width and found a Q 
of 7470 . 
In this study Q was estimated by applying running averages to the 
band passed data, and then fitting a least squares line to all (in 
excess of 20,000) points. Figure 2.29 shows the results for 100, 50 
and 25 hours running average. The precise values of Q obtained are 
tabulated in Table 2.2, along with the standard deviations obtained 
from standard least squares theory. Although the data scatter more as 
shorter smoothing windows are applied, the value of Q is quite stable. 
Given the noise level and scatter, this procedure yields a Q of 
about 13000 ± 2000, in accord "ith Slichter's [1967] value. Least 
squares lines corresponding to the Bu1and and Gilbert [197 8 ] and Sailor 
and Dziewonski [1978 ] data are also plotted on Figure 2.29 for comparison. 
DISCUSSIO~ 
Q values estimated from the data in the previous section are 
tabulated in Table 2.3. These were obtained from the portions of the 
record above the noise level. All these values have error bounds 
approximately ±lOO, except for t he value for OSO' which is about 
±2000, and the torsional modes, which have an error bound of 
approximately ±200. 
Table 2.2 also lists the results obtained by previous studies. 
In general, the results of this study do not differ substantially from 
the other values. The major differences are for OS2 and OSO' Both 
425 
550 
775 
815 
556 
500 
420 
370 
450 
325 
460 
500 
450 
380 
275 
400 
411 
400 
330 
325 
300 
352 
300 
325 
370 
400 
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Table 2.3 
Q VALUES FROM VARIOUS STL~IES 
This study, Alaska/UCLA 
This study, Chile/Isabella 
Buland and Gilbert [1978), Alaska / UCLA 
Buland and Gilbert [197 8), Alaska/UCLA 
Sailor and Dziewonski [1978], Alaska/UCLA 
Slichter [1967 ) 
Smith [1972), Alaska and Chile/Isabella 
Alsop ~ al. [196lb), Chile/Ogdenshurg 
This study, Alaska/UCLA 
This study, Chile/Isabella 
Sailor and Dziewonski [1978) , Alaska / UCLA 
Slichter [1967), UCLA/Alaska 
Smith [197?]. Alaska and Chile/Isabella 
Benioff ~ al. [1961), Chile/Isabella 
This study, Alaska/UCLA 
This study, Chile/Isabella 
Sailor and Dziewonski [1978 ), Alaska/UCLA 
Slichter [1967), Alaska/UCLA 
Smith [1972), Alaska and Chile/Isabella 
This study, Alaska/UCLA 
This study, Chile/Isabella 
Sailor and Dziewonski, Alaska/UCLA 
Smith [1972), Alaska and Chile/Isabella 
This study, Chile/Isabella 
Smith [1972), Alaska and Chile/Isabella 
Smith [1961), Chile/Isabella 
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Table 2.3 - continued 
425 
290 
13000 
7470 
5663 
5096 
4229 
3996 
13000 
900 
)7500 
This study, Chile/Isabella 
Smith [1972], Alaska and Chile/Isabella 
This study, Alaska/UCLA 
Bu1and and Gilbert [1978]. Alaska/UCLA 
Sailor and Dziewonski [1978], Alaska/UCLA 
Sailor and Dziewonski [1978], Alaska/UCLA 
Sailor and Dziewonski [1978 ], Alaska/UCLA 
Sailor and Dziewonski [1978], Alaska/UCLA 
Slichter [1967], Alaska/UCLA 
Smith [1967], Chile/Isabella 
Ness ~ al. [1961], Chile/UCLA 
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SOO hour data and synthetics for the Isabella Chile record. 
The synthe tic and da ta do not agr ee well after about 
200 hours. 
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of these modes have substantial significance for gross earth models. 
Our value for the Q of OSO (13000 ± 2000) is in accord with that 
of Sllchter [1967], soreewhat hip,her than that of Buland and Gilbert 
[197 8 ] (7470) and much higher than those of Sailor and Oziewonski [1978] 
(5662-3996). Sailor and Oziewonski interpreted their 1m. value as 
requiring bulk dissipation in the earth, either in the inner core or 
the upper mantle . Such bulk dissipation is not required by the results 
of this study . This is in accord >lith model NH8 [Anderson et al., 1965] 
which predicts a Q for OSO of 10068 with no bulk dissipation. 
Buland and Gilbert [197 8 ] argued against the existence of a low Q 
zone at t he base of the mantle, from the high value (775-815) of the 
Q of OS2' Our results (425-550) are in general accord with Slichter 
[1967] and Sailor and Dziewonski [1978] , and are much lower. Such 
data may be cons istent wi th the presence of a 1m, Q zone. 
The scatter in Q values reported by various investigators is clearly 
due to the poor quality of the limited body of data available for such 
ultra long period studies. This limitation is illustrated in Figure 
2.30. Here all 500 hours of the Chilean strain record at Isabella are 
plotted . A synthetic was generated, usin~ the same methods as Figure 
1.2, for all 500 hours of record . Even if an extremely high Q (1000) 
is used, the data have a highe r amplitude than the synthetic after several 
hundred hours. Moreover, for the first hundred and fifty hours, there 
is a general correspondence bett1een the data and synthetics (see the 
expanded playout in Figure 1.2). This correspondence is almost gone 
three hundred hours after the earthquake. The data appear to be nm. 
composed of almost pure noise bursts, but it is difficult to impose any 
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formal criterion to delineate the transition from signal to noise. 
Any Q measurement technique will thus face substantial difficulties. 
Although our choice of noise level (Figure 2.19) probably minimizes this 
problem, the essential limitation is still the 10" si gnal quality. 
CONCLUSION 
Comparison of narrow-band filtered data and synthetic seismograms 
generated using theoretical results for the excitation of split modes 
is a valuable technique for Q estimation. Such methods are necessary 
when it i s not possible to isolate individual singlets, and the combined 
beat pattern must be used. The limitations on this method resulting 
from the quality of the data from the early 1960s can be removed once 
long period data from the IDA network [Agnew ~ al., 1976] for large 
earthquakes become available . 
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